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Before you is the first issue of the magazine Croatian Theatre, published by the Croatian
Centre of ITI-UNESCO. This magazine is the successor of the bulletin Croatian Drama and
Theatre that was published in Croatian and English from 1995 onward. Besides presenting
the annual activities of the Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO, the bulletin was also featured
new plays by our playwrights and served as a particular kind of database on Croatian theatre. As of this year, we have decided to publish the ITI bulletin in its Croatian version only,
while its English equivalent will be substituted by this very magazine, the aim of which is to
provide the international theatre community with a better insight into the current trends in
contemporary Croatian drama and theatre.
In the introductory part of each issue of Croatian Theatre, we shall feature three texts: one
that will inform about the events of the past season in Croatian playhouses; a second one
that will portray a contemporary director whose opus has the distinct traits of an author’s
theatre; and a third one presenting a theatre house or a festival whose concept and programming policy could be, in our view, representative and potentially interesting to the foreign public. Given that this is the first issue of Croatian Theatre, this time we exceptionally
feature a text on the events from the past two seasons, while the portrait of the director
Rene Medveπek is made within the “conceptual” frame. The second part of Croatian
Theatre will normally feature several Croatian dramatists with their more recent plays
that, due to their thematic and stylistic traits, we considerto be potentially interesting to
theatres outside Croatia. In this issue we feature nine playwrights of the younger and middle generation: Elvis Boπnjak, Miro Gavran, Lada Kaπtelan, Mate MatiπiÊ, Dubravko
MihanoviÊ, Nina MitroviÊ, Filip ©ovagoviÊ, Tena ©tiviËiÊ and Ivan VidiÊ. The third part of the
magazine is reserved for the information on the activities of the Croatian Centre of ITIUNESCO as well as a detailed list of all Croatian institutions, associations and centres
whose work is partly or entirely connected to theatre.
We cordially greet you with the twofold hope that you will learn more about Croatian theatre and drama, and that, through this publication, Croatian theatre and dramatists will
become more present and transparent on the international scene.
Editorial Board
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Jasen Boko

E. Rostand: Cyrano de Bergerac, directed by Zlatko Sviben,
Croatian National Theatre in Osijek, 2005

PLAYWRIGHTS ∑ THE BEST THING IN CROATIAN THEATRE
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In the past two years √ i.e. from the end of 2003 to the end
of 2005 √ several events that have essentially influenced
Croatian theatre might have significant consequences on
its further development. The fundamental problem that is
even now stirring up spirits is the Law on Theatre, which is
supposed to bring liveliness and the fluctuation of artists to
domestic stages, still petrified in the organisational sense
within the frame of the old model. In a transition country
ravaged by cruel capitalism, the organisational structure of
Croatian theatre remains the last bastion of the Socialist
type of preservation of workplaces. Once again, the Law
failed to reach its final shape as the dramatic artists currently being on permanent payrolls in theatres showed
no readiness in accepting the model by which they would
have to abide to a mere one- or two-year contracts. Another
problem is the clause in the Law proscribing control mechanisms in theatres in the form of Managing Councils
appointed by the owners; since the owners of Croatian theatres are City Municipalities, i.e. the presently ruling political parties, there is a looming possibility for the political
manipulation of theatres.

house √ the Croatian National Theatre “Ivan
Zajc” in Rijeka √ starring in the production of
Caroline of Rijeka. As Severina, a singer with
no academic acting background, grew fond
of being on the stage, this was not to remain
her sole appearance: an announcement was
made that she would star in one of the most
significant roles of the Croatian theatre
repertoire that has marked the careers of the
greatest actresses of this country in the past
fifty years: she would play the Baroness
Castelli in Krleæa’s play The Glembays, once
again on the stage at the Rijeka CNT. As the
whole story attracted media attention among
other things thanks to the porn film of the
singer that caused an uproar not only in
Croatia √ the interest on the part of the public
as well as the audience was extraordinary. In
this way the entertainment industry imposes
itself as an entirely unsuitable model for
audience comeback to the theatres.

While Croatian theatres have not managed to get rid of the
political ballast even 15 years after the fall of Communism,
a considerably more ominous threat comes from an entirely
different side. A sweeping popization of society along with a
media that dictates superficial consumer trends and invents
new stars whose only merit is, for instance, enduring two
months without doing anything in the phenomenon called
Big Brother, has also penetrated the theatre. Thus the
event that drew the greatest attention of both the media
and theatre people and created the biggest uproar, was the
theatre debut of the singer Severina VuËkoviÊ, the popular
star of Croatian easy-listening music, in a national theatre

For what is the most serious problem of
Croatian theatres in this period is that in 2005
there was a nearly 10% drop in audience
attendance. The figure of less than a million
and a half spectators in Croatian theatres is
even more worrying as it comes after several
subsequent years of attendance growth.
I doubt that the Law on Theatre and pop
appearances on Croatian stages will bring
salvation to domestic theatre; its problems
are, after all, of a somewhat different nature.

CROATIAN THEATRE

The repertoires of Croatian theatres have little or no correspondence at all with the painful reality of a country in transition at once struggling at the same time with the still vivid
traumas of the Homeland War and the incursion of global
capital by which Croatia is sold off and which does not contain a trace of social awareness, having profit as its sole
interest. The post-traumatic stress disorders of former

defenders that result in numerous violent
acts, as well as thousands of people being
thrown out onto the streets from the reorganisation of companies that were once in
state and are today in private ownership, are
painful problems that are rarely seen on
stage. Theatre is no longer the favourite
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F. Ebb √ B. Fosse √ J. Kander: Chicago, directed by Dora Ruædjak Podolski,
Comedy Theatre Zagreb, 2004

escapist activity; entire TV programmes of private TV stations are dedicated to this task √ escape from reality.
Yet the situation is nevertheless improving repertoire-wise,
as more than half of the first-runs in 29 professional theatres for adults and 13 children’s theatres are based on
domestic texts; furthermore, the end of this period reveals
texts that are increasingly dealing with our reality. I use the
term domestic texts instead of plays as I find it important to
emphasise that the sources are not necessarily of dramatic
provenience. Almost one half of the domestic texts are,
namely, either an adaptation of prose or derived out of the
production working process, improvisation and play.
Croatia remains one of the few countries in the world where
national theatres (as many as four theatres bear the title of
National Theatre; besides Zagreb, they are located in
Croatia’s largest cities Split, Rijeka and Osijek) have one
stage but as many as three ensembles: Opera, Drama and
Ballet, which makes the work significantly more difficult.
The past period has also brought some precedents: for the
first time, the General Manager of the central national
house in Zagreb was discharged for incurring financial
losses, and at the end of 2005 the leading position in the
principal theatre in Croatia was taken over for the first time
in history by a woman √ Ana Lederer. The national house
staged Gorky, Euripides, Ionesco, Anouilh, Tchekhov and
Kundera, along with organising the lavish and expensive
Vienna-type Opera Ball that stirred negative public reactions √ all in all, as if everything was designed to keep the
theatre as far away as possible from dealing with actual
problems.
Other national theatres dedicated a certain amount of
attention to domestic texts. Thus there were several first6
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runs of new texts by mostly young authors
including Elvis Boπnjak, Ivana Sajko, Filip
©ovagoviÊ, Dora Delbianco, Arijana »ulina,
whereas the adaptations of novels by Renato
BaretiÊ and Ante TomiÊ, the most popular
names of domestic prose literature, gained
significant popularity. Nevertheless, a large
part of the repertoires of national houses still
consists of texts that have little to do with
contemporaneity. In this period, several theatres have had new General Managers, each
replacement causing political debates and
thus revealing over and over again the odd
relation between politics and culture in
Croatia.
And while Croatian playhouses still experience a great lack of high-quality directors √
there were almost no new names worth
mentioning √ playwrights, especially those of
the younger generation, represent a significantly stronger segment of Croatian theatre.
Nina MitroviÊ wrote yet another excellent
text, When We Dead Slaughter Each Other;
Filip ©ovagoviÊ appeared once again with the
controversial Jazz; Elvis Boπnjak surpassed
the borders of Croatia with his play Let’s
Jump On These Clouds; Dubravko MihanoviÊ
pointed to the post-traumatic stress disorder
with The Frog, whereas Tena ©tiviËiÊ
appeared with two new plays (Twosome,
Fragile) also produced abroad. The new texts
by authors of the mid-generation, Lada
Kaπtelan (Before Sleep), Ivan VidiÊ (The Big
1/2006
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U. Betti: Crime on Goat Island, directed by Damir Zlatar Frey,
Croatian National Theatre “Ivan Zajc” in Rijeka √ Italian Drama, 2005

theatre expression, and World Theatre Festival, focused
on smaller-scale productions of great theatre names.
Although still conceptually well envisaged, in the last
years Eurokaz has lost some of the significance it had
in the earlier phases, whereas the World Theatre
Festival, although essential to the domestic theatre
milieu as a rare insight into foreign theatre, has yet to
find its own concept and purpose. In the artistic sense,
the most interesting is the International Festival of
Small Stages in Rijeka (the selector in the past period
was Hrvoje IvankoviÊ), which brings interesting productions for far less money, striving to shape itself around
a certain problem or trend in contemporary theatre.

White Rabbit, Octopussy) and Mate MatiπiÊ (The Post
Mortem Trilogy), definitely confirmed their positions at the
top of domestic dramatic literature.
City Comedy Theatre provided Croatia with several musicals
straight off Broadway and the West End (Chicago, Little
Shop of Horrors, Full Monty, Aida…) that demonstrated
enviable performing quality. Apart from that, several recent
foreign hits were produced, and the production of Humble
Boy at the Small Stage Theatre launched the first Englishspeaking theatre in Croatia.
Summer festivals are still highly popular, especially those
in Dubrovnik and Split; Rijeka finally got its summer festival

8
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while the National Park of Brijuni is still the
site of classics revisited in the family production of the world-famous actor Rade
©erbedæija. Among many new site-specific
festival productions, there is one outstanding
new interpretation of the classical text of
Croatian dramatic literature, Equinox by Ivo
VojnoviÊ, directed by Joπko JuvanËiÊ and performed on the cliffs of the island of Lokrum
in front of Dubrovnik.
Apart from summer festivals, Zagreb still
hosts two large international festivals:
Eurokaz, oriented towards a more alternative

Generally speaking, the past period has brought a few
great and significant performances; apart from the several already mentioned dramatic texts, it is worth mentioning the new project by one of the most interesting
personalities of Croatian playhouse, the actor Rene
Medveπek and his production of Next Door, which added
to his extremely idiosyncratic signature a straightforward social engagement through the critique of the role
of media in society. Yet another pronouncedly authorial
work and an interesting and different production is God
Only Knows, a project by another actor, Saπa AnoËiÊ, in
the private theatre Exit; a production built out of the
working process and improvisation.

theatre and performances could also be
found also outside of Zagreb, where there is
a concentration of financial, political and cultural power. First-rate productions were
staged likewise in Osijek (Cyrano, directed by
Zlatko Sviben), Rijeka (Filumena Marturano,
directed by Jagoπ MarkoviÊ and Crime on
Goat Island, directed by Damir Zlatar Frey),
Split (The Night of Iguana, directed by Janusz
Kica), Dubrovnik (Ana in the Tropics, directed
by Georgij Paro), Virovitica (Warriors’ Square,
directed by Draæen FerenËina)…
All in all, while not a particularly spectacular
it was nevertheless still an interesting period,
marked more by scandals than great productions; a period that seems to be the lull
before the storm that should finally lift and
resolve essential organisational problems
that have pestered the Croatian stage culture
for 15 transition years.

Children’s theatre remains a vital segment of theatre
life in Croatia, offering an abundance of high-quality
productions, international tours and successes at several interesting international festivals.
The best thing that has happened to Croatian theatre in
the past two years has been the fact that high-quality
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Tajana GaπparoviÊ

RENE MEDVE©EK ∑ THE LITTLE PRINCE
OF CROATIAN THEATRE
Hamper, directed by Rene Medveπek,
Zagreb Youth Theatre, 1996

During the 1990s, Rene Medveπek, once among the most
distinguished actors of the younger generation, dedicated
himself entirely to theatre directing, growing into one of the
most remarkable figures of Croatian theatre. In each of his
dozen productions, he cultivates his own recognisable
author’s touch, thus making a substantial contribution to
the otherwise modest presence of the authorial theatre in
Croatia.
He gave an inkling of the specific author’s poetics that
would subsequently distinguish him already with his first
productions for children, The Winter’s Tale (1992) and Titbit
and Wormy (1994), created within the frame of his own
author’s group Eye Wink: an affinity towards exploratory
artistic work through actor improvisations during which
both the actors’ creations and the textual tissue of the performance are being shaped; playful childlike sensitivity;
imaginative animation of still objects; insisting on extremely
simple and financially modest stage solutions, i.e. the creation of wondrous “effects” out of nothing1; strongly emphasised warmth and compassion in depicting dramatic characters; the important role of musical passages that also
often have a significant dramaturgical function in the narration.
Medveπek’s preoccupation with seemingly minute and barely discernible life details as well as his affinity towards a
homogenous collective performance of the actors’ ensemble all became manifest in the first large-scale production
(at his resident playhouse, the Zagreb Youth Theatre), with a
larger number of actors. This was the unforgettable
Hamper (1996), which would have become a significant production starring at world theatre festivals had Croatian theatre been more present on the European theatre map. In
this production, Hamper is a symbol of the garbage dump
10
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and everything that goes with it √ old rejected
things and likewise rejected people who usually drag along the margins of society.
Medveπek is interested precisely in this type
of social outcast for whom he feels sincere
sympathy and love. Some of the essential
traits of Italian Neo-Realism emerged in
Hamper (sympathy for the “everyman”, love
for children, balancing between sad and
funny, a refined feeling for the details otherwise marginalized in everyday life), whereas
the last scene of the production is almost
identical to the last sequence of Vittorio de
Sicca’s Miracle in Milan: after a night spent
at the garbage dump, a group of vagrants,
led by a crazy scientist, flies into the sky in a
gigantic improvised car. Yet what distinguishes Medveπek from the Italian Neo-Realists is
his fairytale approach that places his stage
stories in a parallel reality where a better
world exists, thus depriving them a possible
social-critical attitude.
In addition, Hamper is, similar to Medveπek’s
other productions, mostly deprived of textual
tissue. The actors’ creations have mostly
been derived out of numerous improvisations
and their final expression is hard to define.
For here is a theatre that is by no means
classically verbal; and yet it is neither what
we usually call physical theatre nor is it
mime. It is some sort of fragile tissue inbetween all this, close to a children’s play,
uniting music, image, sparse words and

movement, in which some of the most impressive scenes
are realised by the chain principle of simulation and reaction, thus creating a causal series of poignant events
among the dramatic characters. It is important to emphasise that Medveπek with his productions often causes an
utterly miraculous and extremely rare effect in theatre √ he
manages to penetrate into some
irrational spiritual
spheres where children meet the
adults who laugh
and marvel, and lo
and behold! √ the
stage is no longer
inhabited by adult
actors and the
auditorium no
longer hosts serious adult people
but a multitude of
cheerful and playful
children!
Medveπek’s deep
Christian convictions, implicitly
present in all his
preceding productions which subtly indicate the importance
of giving, friendship, faith, goodness and, above all √ love,
has reached its peak in Brother Donkey (2001), a production
that focuses on the life of Saint Francis of Assisi. Brother

Donkey is another authorial theatre work by
Medveπek in its full meaning: the production
is not based on a dramatic text but on certain
writings on the life of St. Francis that
Medveπek studied and transformed into a
word-sparing performance together with the
actors’ ensemble. Its tissue was once again
built out of the long hours of acting improvi-

sations; also, one can again feel the closeness of Medveπek’s poetics to the children’s
world, a poetics that neutralises painful spiritual questionings in order to focus on a spiri-
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Brother Donkey, directed by Rene Medveπek,
Zagreb Youth Theatre, 2001

S. L. ViduliÊ: Next Door to…, directed by Rene Medveπek,
Zagreb Youth Theatre, 2005

of acting improvisations. What does, however,
surprise us in this last project is the thematisation of Croatian reality, until now completely absent from his theatre opus. Namely, in
his new production, Medveπek takes on a
pronouncedly critical stance towards numerous social phenomena of Croatian everyday
life. The starting point was a story by Svjetlan
Lacko ViduliÊ in which a bizarre crime news
story is being re-told and analysed from various viewpoints: a quiet man “from the neighbourhood” stabbed his wife eleven times with
a knife in her behind. Medveπek simultaneously investigates the causes and the consequences of that event, building a patchwork
in which dramatically intoned scenes constantly exchange with the irresistible parody
tual feeling of primordial joy of life in which exceptionally
lyrical scenes exchange with those giddily vivacious ones.
Once again, the audio and visual segments of the production are extremely important for the creation of a poetic
atmosphere (especially music and the subtle light design).
With Brother Donkey, Medveπek has definitely confirmed
the possession of a rare trait of artistic spiritualisation of
matter, i.e. transcending the theatre act into the far-off
spaces filled with love, mercy and spirit.
Following several productions based on dramatic texts or
adaptations (the comedies of Croatian Renaissance writer
Nikola NaljeπkoviÊ; And the Tree Was Happy by Shell
Silverstein; Our Town by Thornton Wilder √ all premiering
in 2003), Medveπek created his latest production, The Door
Next to… (2005), as a recognisable author’s project born out
12
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Rene Medveπek

of everybody and everything: from media poetics and feminism to the academic discourse and the strategy of public
debates. Yet with the last scene of his production, Medveπek
leads us once again “somewhere over the rainbow”;
towards the desired beginning of a better world and a better Man; into what should be and not what it is. And again,
by dismantling the relation of a seemingly perfectly ordinary
nurse and a perfectly autistic patient, he reveals to us, if
only for an instant, that Pascalian infinitely small entity, the
infinite diversity of the inner world hidden everywhere
around us. For even when he criticises reality, this Little
Prince of Croatian playhouse does not forget that rare
thing, which is in possession of his creative spirit √ a miraculous lumen in service of the purification of the world.
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Hrvoje IvankoviÊ

INTERNATIONAL THEATRE FESTIVALS IN CROATIA

Although a relatively small country with approximately 4.5
million inhabitants, Croatia has over twenty professional theatre festivals, half of which are an international character.
The majority of those festivals take place in the period
between May and September when some of them, especially
those on the Adriatic Coast, are part of the so-called tourist
offering.
The oldest Croatian festival of music and performing arts is
the Dubrovnik Summer Festival. It was founded in 1950,
along the line of old Reinhardt’s dream of a festive theatre
celebration that would transform the whole city into a
stage. The fascinating historical and natural ambiences of
Dubrovnik ideally corresponded to that idea. Soon, the
Dubrovnik Summer Festival shaped into a profile of a world
famous festival of site-specific theatre. Besides the representative spaces of the Old Town √ streets, squares,
palaces, fortresses and churches, theatre gradually conquered other spaces in Dubrovnik and its surroundings.
The premise that ambience was required to be the vital
dramaturgical element of the theatre act gave the Dubrovnik Summer Festival a particular aura in comparison to
the majority of other European festivals (in that sense, it is
somewhat comparable with Avignon, Salzburg and Aix-enProvence) but it also limited it; consequently, the theatre
segment of the programme mainly focused on its own productions. Thus even to this day it is possible to see several
re-runs at the Dubrovnik Summer Festival along with two
or three new productions of the Festival Drama Ensemble
(composed out of actors from different theatres), with the
repertoire emphasis on the classics of Croatian and world
literature. Theatre guest performances and off-events as
well as the once frequent performances of contemporary
dance ensembles are scarce and haphazard at present,
14
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whereas the other important segment of the
Dubrovnik Summer Festival consists of a topquality music programme, mainly based on
concerts of the chamber type.
A similar concept was adopted by yet another
major music-theatre festival, the Split
Summer Festival, founded in 1952. A greater
part of its dramatic programme also consists
of self-produced site-specific performances
that are in reality an extension of the season
of the festival’s organiser √ the Croatian
National Theatre in Split. Besides a more
keen orientation towards contemporary dramatic pieces, the Split Summer Festival has a
somewhat richer programme of visiting productions than the Dubrovnik Festival, with an
emphasis on performances of the so-called
popular theatre. Along with occasional performances in the main house, the Split
Summer Festival usually presents its performances on several city squares, in the cellars of the Diocletian’s Palace as well as in
the garden of Villa Dalmatia, while the representative space of the ancient Peristyle is
chiefly intended for large-scale opera productions.
Open-air urban spaces are also the site of a
large number of events of the International
Children’s Festival in ©ibenik, founded in
1958. Performances of children’s theatre and
theatre for children gather in ©ibenik from
every corner of the world, whereas discussions, workshops and presentations of other

forms of artistic creation make an important part of the
festival.

T. Williams: Night of the Iguana,
directed by Janusz Kica, Split Summer Festival, 2005

In the last ten years, several summer theatre festivals have
been launched on the Adriatic Coast, such as ZadArsnova,
the International Festival of New Theatre and Performance
Arts in Zadar; Golden Lion in the small Istrian town of
Umag, gathering the best chamber productions of Croatian,
Slovenian and Italian theatre; or Rijeka Summer Nights,
which also includes site-specific theatre events in its programme, with the accent on the productions (premieres as
well as re-runs) by the festival’s organiser √ Croatian
National Theatre “Ivan Zajc” from Rijeka. The Istrian peninsula also hosts two more interesting festivals of international character: the International Youth Theatre Festival in
Pula, with a programme assembled out of public presentations of a number of thematically focused workshops hosting numerous theatre professionals, pedagogues and stu-

dents from worldwide, and the International
Festival of Dance and
Non-Verbal Theatre in the small Renaissance
town of SvetivinËenat. The festival features a
broad spectrum of events: from dance performances, performances and street theatre,
to circus, visual arts installations and dance
workshops; besides educational and presentation programmes, it also has a production
character (artist-in residence programmes
as well as co-productions with theatre houses and groups).
1/2006
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A special place in the theatre life of Croatia as well as that
of the entire region of South-Eastern Europe is reserved for
the International Festival of New Theatre Eurokaz, held in
Zagreb since 1987. It is a festival with no genre limitations,
featuring theatre, dance, performance and other related
arts. The programme concept places the emphasis on innovation and impulses that alter the perceptive habits and
thus partake in the creation of new theatre languages.
The programme segments are often dedicated to certain
themes and phenomena of contemporary theatre
(Iconoclastic Theatre, Post-Mainstream, Body Art, New
Dramaturgy, New Circus, New Italian Theatre, Traditional
Asian Theatre etc.). Up until now, Eurokaz has featured over
300 ensembles from worldwide, including numerous legendary names of contemporary theatre (Forced
Entertainment, La Fura Dels Baus, Hotel Pro Forma,
Societas Raffaello Sanzio, Achim Freyer Ensemble, Rosas,
Needcompany, Jan Fabre, Sasha Waltz, Jérôme Bel, Giorgio
Barberio Corsetti and many others).
Since 2003, Zagreb also hosts the World Theatre Festival,
the aim of which is to present the creations of the greatest
theatre directors in the world today in a “show tone”. In the
first three years, the festival has featured the productions of
16
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S. Novak: Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh,
directed by Vinko Breπan,
Rijeka Summer Nights, 2005

long-established directorial stars such as
Robert Lepage, Piotr Fomenko, Eugenio
Barba, Eimuntas Nekrosius, Rimas Tuminas
or Luc Bondy, but also of those who have
earned their directorial charisma only in the
past few years, such as Thomas Ostermeier,
Alvis Hermanis, Andry Zholdak, Pipo Delbono
or Antonio Latella.
Another two major yet narrowly specialised
theatre festivals take place in Zagreb. Since
1984, Contemporary Dance Week has offered
to Croatian audiences the possibility of gaining an insight into recent tendencies in the
world of contemporary dance in a broader
spectrum √ from mainstream to new and
unconventional forms of dance expression.
Being one of the most reputable dance festivals in the wider region, The Contemporary

J. Giraudoux: Ondine, directed by Kreπimir DolenËiÊ,
Dubrovnik Summer Festival, 2005

Dance Week up to now has hosted more than a
hundred performers and groups such as Susane
Linke, Josef Nadj, Wayne McGregor, Trisha
Brown, Gilles Jobin, Vera Mantero, Batsheva
Dance Company, Nederlands Dans Teater, Ballet
Preljocaj, Random Dance Co., Russell Maliphant
Co., Nigel Charnock and many others. The
International Puppet Theatre Festival (launched
in 1968) is better known by its abbreviation √ PIF
√ that comes from the Esperanto name
Pupteatra Internacia Festivalo. PIF was founded
by the members of the Student Esperanto Club
1/2006
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I. VojnoviÊ: Equinox, directed by Joπko JuvanËiÊ, Dubrovnik
Summer Festival, 2004
T. P. MaroviÊ: Antigone, Queen in Thebes, directed by
Matko Raguæ, Split Summer Festival, 2004

and in the beginning all performances were performed in
Esperanto. With the abandonment of this rule, the festival
began expanding, soon to become one of the most interesting puppet manifestations in Europe. One of the important
traits of PIF is its openness towards all forms of puppet
expression, the result of which is over 220 theatres from
more than 40 countries worldwide performing on closed as
well as open-air stages in Zagreb throughout the festival’s
existence.
One more manifestation of international significance is the
International Small Scenes Festival taking place in the
northern Adriatic city of Rijeka. It acquired its international

18
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orientation in 1999. Along with the most
prominent performances of a chamber character, produced in theatres all over exYugoslavia, it also features representative
productions from other countries, mainly
from Central and Eastern Europe (among
others, it hosted the performances of Arpad
Schilling, Kama Ginkas, Yuri Lyubimov,
Markus Zhoner, De Onderneming group,
Teatr Provisorium, Jozsef Katona Theatre,
Latvian National Theatre etc.). The Rijeka
festival is equally open to top mainstream

theatre and to unconventional, exploratory projects, its programme often being
focused on one or several thematic
issues.
Out of a number of other festivals, mainly
oriented towards domestic productions,
one should mention the Croatian Drama
Festival “Marul’s Days” in Split, which
brings together foreign productions
based on Croatian writers’ pieces.

Festival, to barely fifty thousand euros, a
sum which provides a meagre base for the
most modest festivals. Yet no matter how
important it may be, this component is by
far not essential for their artistic achievements.

The budgets of the aforementioned manifestations are difficult to compare, ranging from 1.7 million euros, which is the
total budget of the Dubrovnik Summer

Contact addresses and persons, telephone
numbers and dates of all mentioned festivals are in the Info Addresses segment at
the end of the magazine.
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LET’S GO JUMPING ON THOSE CLOUDS

ELVISBO©NJAK
(1971)
Graduated Acting and worked as an actor in the Croatian National Theatre
“Ivan Zajc” in Rijeka, followed by an appointment at the Croatian National
Theatre Split where he is employed as an actor and Director of Drama to this
day. Besides acting, he is also a successful playwright. He lives and works in
Split. In addition to Croatia, his plays have been staged in Slovenia, Macedonia
and Mexico.
Plays: Father (2000), Carried by the River (2002), A Heart Bigger Than Hands
(2005)

Original title: HAJDEMO SKAKATI PO TIM OBLACIMA
World premiere: Croatian National Theatre Split, 2004
Number of characters: 1 f + 1 m
Length: 35 short scenes
Translation: English, Slovenian
Contact: elvis.bosnjak@hnk-split.hr
www.elvisbosnjak.com
In a series of scenes unbound by their number or sequence, Sam and Rita (or as many Sams and Ritas as
you want) love each other, grow old, yearn for each other, balance on a thin line between love and friendship,
want to have children, cannot have them, their children abandon them, they wait for one another, they grow
estranged, they separate, they find each other again after a long wait, and go jumping on the clouds.
What makes Elvis Boπnjak unique in recent Croatian dramatic production is the fact that it is not easy to
recognise the same author in his plays, as each play is a world in its own right. Also, Boπnjak is utterly disinclined towards any kind of trends and fairly closed in the world of his own intimacy that, however, very distinctly touches some of the universal, eternally actual questions of the human psyche. In Let’s Go Jumping
on Those Clouds, he depicts the relation of a man and a woman (or men and women, as you like it) in a dramaturgically entirely open form that does not imply a defined time or space of event but wanders haphazardly
from one short scene to another. The themes that Boπnjak refers to are close to the literature and philosophy
of Existentialism whereas the leitmotif of the play is a Pirandellian-intoned constant metamorphosis of
human identity and, in accordance with this, scepticism towards the possibility of a deep relationship between
two people, even if they have spent their lifetime together. Let’s Go Jumping on Those Clouds is a play of
an entirely fragile structure that does not conform to any formative perimeters including the chronology of
events but rather exists in realms beyond real time and space, realms within the individuals’ universes in
which so-called reality and so-called dreams, so-called life and so-called imagination, co-exist in parallel
in full equality.
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elvis boπnjak
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Let’s Go Jumping on Those Clouds, directed by Nenni
Delmestre, Croatian National Theatre in Split, 2004

Extract from
LET’S GO JUMPING ON
THOSE CLOUDS

SAM: I looked all around, I spent my nights staring at the
TV, instead of gazing at your eyes. They´ve accumulated things I don’t recognize any more. It’s been
such a long time since I looked at you.
RITA: Ok, then we’ll look at each other.
They gaze at each other .
SAM: Who are you? You bore me children and I don’t
know you. I even gave you my name, why did you take
that name, what was important about that?
RITA: I loved you. I took it because I loved you.
SAM: I don’t know what that should mean. What makes
you my wife?
RITA: Everything, even these eyes which you don’t recognize, and everything that puzzles you.
SAM: What do you think of me, what do you feel towards
me exactly. What are you loosing?
RITA: Those are questions that can’t be answered in sentences. Those questions are answered with a lifetime.
SAM: I don’t now my own children, I don’t know you.
I don’t know people I spent a lifetime with. I don’t
recognize it as my life. I go away alone.
RITA: That’s something you made up, that’s not true.
That would be too awful. I know what I feel for you,
I know what I’m loosing, and what stays with me, but
there’s no need to talk about that ...
SAM: I’d like to hear it, I like to hear it, because I’m not
sure anymore ...I’d like to hear it.
Rita cries.
RITA: It can´t be said. Those things can´t be said, not
now ...after all.
SAM: After all ...I don’t feel I lived, that I leave anything
behind, love, life ... I lived in vain.
RITA: That’s right, you´re an old idiot and now you’re
talking nonsense.
SAM: In your bed will die a stranger. And that’s the only
good thing he can do for you.
24
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RITA on the phone: Hi. Pass me your
father. Yes honey, grandpa is ok,
yes. Byyyye. I want you to come
here. Immediately. All of you. Dad
wants to get to know you. Dad says
that he doesn’t know you, that
you´re strangers to him. Yes. And
the children, everyone. I want you
to get to know your Dad. Yes. And
you´ll introduce me to Dad.
Someone has to introduce us, Dad
says he doesn’t know who I am.
Bye. To Sam You’ll see now. I’ll
show you your useless life. You’ll
die crying, son of a bitch, you’ll kiss
my hand and say how much you
love me, how you can’t leave me,
how I gave you such beautiful children, how happy you are, you’ll pray
to God for just one more hour, one
minute with us. You’ll die like a
husband, father, grandfather.
Because that’s what you are, now
when you’re almost nothing.
Breaks down and goes out.
SAM: I need water. Bring me water.
Bring me water, please. I’m choking, I’m choking. I need water!
Come back sobs. I need you! Come
back! I need you. Forgive me! cries
I need you. I’m afraid. ...I’m afraid.
Rita comes back or doesn’t.
Translated by Lina Vengoechea
1/2006
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MIROGAVRAN
(1961)

NORA TODAY

Graduated in Dramaturgy at the Academy of Dramatic Arts in Zagreb. His plays
have been translated into twenty-two languages and staged in Croatia, The
Netherlands, USA, Slovenia, Poland, Bulgaria, Argentina, France, Greece,
Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovakia and Serbia and Montenegro. He was
the Dramaturge and General Manager of ITD Theatre; at present, he runs his
own theatre. He also writes novels. He currently earns his living as a writer.
Plays (a selection): Creonte’s Antigone (1983), Night of the Gods (1986), George
Washington’s Loves (1988), Chekhov Said Good-bye to Tolstoy (1989), Doctor
Freud’s Patient (1993), When an Actor Dies (1995), Forget Hollywood (1997), How
to Kill the President (2003)

Original title: NORA DANAS
World premiere: the play has not been staged yet
Number of characters: 4 f + 3 m
Length: 17 scenes
Contact: miro.gavran@zg.t-com.hr
www.mgavran2.htnet.hr
The heroine of this play bears the same name as the main character of Ibsen’s Nora, whereas the plot is situated at the beginning of the 21st century. Following the loss of her job in the transition times of the “new capitalism”, Nora enters into a Macchiavelistic battle for “a better life”. She launches a travel agency that in turn
does not bring in as much profit as she originally planned, but she already lives beyond her means: in a grand
apartment, with a seaside villa, her daughter in a private high school. She sees the offer to become Deputy
Minister of Tourism as the peak of her career. Yet, the creditors from her problematic past come to “claim
their debts”, bringing down her illusions one after another. She loses her partners and eventually and does
not attain the power and the wealth she aspired to in such a maniacal way… The permanent conflict with her
husband, due to their different notions of what constitutes male-female relationship, results in his leaving.
Gavran sets off from the view that today’s male and female psychologies are essentially different than in
Ibsen’s time, and that men and women in many ways have turned the tables. The sequence of scenes reveals
the recognisable contemporary heroes that step over everything on their way to success and a career, much
as they convincingly pretend to be heroes that don’t want to take part in it. On the level of dramaturgy, the
author follows two stories: the one from the play and the one interpolated “out of real life”, whose actors are
the husband-author of the play Nora Today, the main actor and director, and the woman-actress that plays
Nora. Their life is almost identical to the life of their dramatis personae; thus life becomes theatre and theatre becomes life. In his play Nora Today, Gavran not only paraphrases the motifs from Ibsen’s Nora but also
moves one step further in his plastic depiction of the flipside and the hypocrisy of the entire bourgeois-liberal
society here and today. Ambition is what leads Nora to a world where ethics and morals are arbitrary and
flexible; they are a commodity, just like everything else. Subsequently, due to the absence of real values, she
reaches the social bottom, becoming at once the accomplice and the victim of more powerful and more capable manipulators √ a typical product of today’s consumer society.
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Creont’s Antigone, directed by Georgij Paro,
Gavran Theatre, 2005

Extract from NORA TODAY

NORA: Excuse me, but this is an opportunity not to be
missed. I have to think of us and of our family. This
position will allow me to accomplish much more in
that respect.
TONY: We already have enough, even too much.
NORA: We don’t have anything, nothing at all. We have
a travel agency that is drowning in debt. We have an
apartment with a mortgage and a loan we’ll need
fifteen more years to pay off, and a flat on the coast
in the same situation, and we have a car whose
lease lasts another four years. To top it off the
bookings for the ski season all well below anything
we expected. The bigger agencies have joined forces
and cut their prices. We smaller agencies can’t
compete anymore, don’t you understand? What I
was offered today was a gift from heaven, a sliver
of hope. I can’t possibly turn it down.

TONY: But we don’t need any of those things!

NORA: That was the only way I could achieve all this.

NORA: Maybe you don’t, but we do, I do and your
daughter does. Otherwise how would we ever
pay for the best private high school in the city,
in the country at that? How would we manage to
pay for her college education, here or outside
the country at some elite college or university
she dreams of going to? It’s all or nothing now.
Our country has entered on the path to a capitalist economy. Now there are only the capitalists and the proletariate, there isn’t any middle
way, and I don’t want to be a member of the
proletariate. That’s why I can’t and why I don’t
want to reject the minister’s offer.

TONY: We didn’t need this enormous apartment, nor
such a big weekend house, which is almost always
empty anyhow, nor any of those things you chanced
upon running around like a chicken with its head off.

TONY: You have to reject it because of us. In the
past year you haven’t spent longer than an hour
or two at a stretch with our daughter or with
me.

NORA: Sooo! That’s what you think! It’s easy now to be
circumspect! Eight years ago, when you and I found

Translated by Marie-Elise Zovko

TONY: You have to turn it down for two reasons: first of
all, as president of the trade union you can’t join the
ministry; and second of all, because if you start
working in the ministry, you’ll have even less time
for your family, for me. The last few years you’ve
done nothing but work. You’re never home, day or
night. I talk to the housekeeper more than I talk to
you.
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ourselves on the street without a job, and afterwards, when you landed in the hospital, that was
another story. I had to go work in a hotel on the
coast √ as the miserablest of chamber maids!
Don’t forget that. That’s when I hit rock bottom.
I don’t ever want to clean rooms for strangers
again! I want someone else to clean my room.
I don’t want to shut myself up in a workshop like
you and entertain myself by framing other people’s pictures....You, of course, can allow yourself the liberty of dabbling around in that sort of
underpaid eccentric hobby, because you know
I’ll be out there earning real money.
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BEFORE SLEEP

LADAKA©TELAN
(1961)
Graduated Dramaturgy at the Academy of Dramatic Arts and Classical
Philology at the Philosophy Faculty in Zagreb. She works as a Dramaturge
at the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb and teaches Playwriting at the
Academy of Dramatic Arts. She writes plays, scripts for theatre, film,
television and radio and also translates.
Plays (a selection): Adagio (1987), Last Link (1994), Giga and Her Folks (1997)

Original title: PRIJE SNA
World premiere: Gavella Drama Theatre, 2004
Number of characters: 8 f + 6 m
Length: 5 scenes
Translation: English
Contact: lada.kastelan@zg.t-com.hr
In Lada Kaπtelan’s new play, fate brings together five women of different intellectual and social backgrounds
in a hospital room. Their fragmented conversations focus around the issues of motherhood and love, cheating, faithfulness, religiousness and faith, sickness and death. Yet gliding across common places, slowly and
almost imperceptibly, they (together with their visitors) reveal the history of their own misfortunes and sufferings. And then the tragedy is embodied √ death comes first to the hospital room, then to the nearby café
where one scene of the play takes place, to be ultimately brought to a poetic level √ by the metaphorical
awakening of the sixth patient, who passes on the ancient “message” about Sleeping Beauty and the Prince
who will “come one day”.
This play reveals Lada Kaπtelan as an outstanding dramatist, both regarding the dramatic technique (the
biographical fullness of each character, full-blooded and functional dialogues, impeccable dramaturgical
composition) and the detection and subsequently the critical examination of serious and, undoubtedly for
many, provocative and familiar themes. What is especially intriguing is the manner in which Kaπtelan manages to express her resignation and scepticism towards the possibility of the so-called “happiness in life”.
Men are probably the most obvious “shadow” on this X-ray picture; but in the case of Lada Kaπtelan, it would
be inaccurate to talk about any kind of didacticism or declarative mode. The power of Lada’s writing lies in
the strength by which she conveys to us her specific and highly sensitive experience of the world, leaving
open the various possibilities for interpreting this new and undeniably most mature play of hers.
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Extract from BEFORE SLEEP

OLDER WOMAN: If you ask me, there’s no
friendship between us and them.
YOUNGER WOMAN: Mothers and sons?
OLDER WOMAN: Women and men.
YOUNGER WOMAN: How can you even utter
something so stupid, you of all the people.
I’d understand if she’d say such gibberish,
but you.
OLDER WOMAN: It is always about something
else.
YOUNGER WOMAN: Nonsense.
OLDER WOMAN: You’re still young, you’ll see
it for yourself one day.
YOUNGER WOMAN: Twenty-eight is not really
young.
OLDER WOMAN: You’re still young enough to
believe things could be different than the
usual stereotypes.
YOUNGER WOMAN: And you of all people say
such things √ that’s real sad. I used to
attend some of your lectures… I know you
don’t remember me… I even did one exam
with you… I studied philosophy for two
years and then I quit…

Before Sleep, directed by Nenni Delmestre,
Gavella Drama Theatre, Zagreb, 2004
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OLDER WOMAN: You imagined you would do
therapies with people… and what you
found there was nothing but exercises
and statistics, boring. They all say the
same when they give up, “we expected
something else” √ here, yet another
stereotype.

YOUNGER WOMAN: It’s not exactly like that. I had to
get a job. I had no wealthy and powerful folks,
and I certainly had no husband who was a political official in all regimes.
OLDER WOMAN: Not in all regimes after all.
YOUNGER WOMAN: Oh really, he’s had a very hard
time in the opposition; had to sweat in different
supervising boards. If you ended in the hospital
back then, you’d probably have a whole wing to
yourself.
OLDER WOMAN: And why don’t I have it now?
YOUNGER WOMAN: Well, I keep thinking about that
all along √ why do you mingle with the plebeians
- something entirely inappropriate for your social
rank - and I came up with only one possible
explanation; you must be collecting material for
your new book and it’s convenient to have five
nice cases around you at all times. Ira S., twentyeight, following the excision of both ovaries, in an
attack of paranoid hallucination caused by hormonal misbalance, believes that men and women
could be friends. Maria V., thirty-five, or whatever, in the last stage of high-risk pregnancy, convinced that her husband Mate, upon returning
from the front, is never guilty of anything. And the
title of your new book might be “Why Think With
Your Own Head? Contributions to the Defence of
Stereotypes.”

lences to me, and half to his mistress who also
walked behind the coffin, together with his son
who, in all fairness, doesn’t bear his last name,
but now cannot wait for me to vacate the apartment that was left to him in my husband’s will.
So you see, that’s a real stereotype, a real disgusting filthy stereotype. And our son didn’t even
want to make a trip to be present at his father’s
funeral.
YOUNGER WOMAN: You didn’t have to.
OLDER WOMAN: No, I didn’t have to. But he also didn’t have to die a day after I got my diagnosis.
Stroke. In his sleep. While I was crying √ in the
bathroom, not to wake him up. And even if I were
writing a book I wouldn’t have time to finish it; I’d
need more than a month of life for that and I’m a
very slow writer.

Silence.
Translated by Katarina PejoviÊ

OLDER WOMAN: You’re right, my husband was a real
opportunistic piece of shit. A true cunt. All my life
I had to blush because of him before my students. And I had to blush even at his funeral,
when half of the people expressed their condo1/2006
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WOMAN WITH NO BODY

MATEMATI©I∆
(1965)
Playwright, screenwriter, composer and musician. Graduated from the Zagreb
Law School; employed as the Editor of the Drama Programme of Croatian
Radio. His plays have been produced in a dozen Croatian theatres as well as
theatre houses in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Hungary, Macedonia, Russia,
Slovenia and Serbia and Montenegro.
Plays (a selection): Golden Tooth Reflection (1987); Joseph and Marie
(Christmas fairytale) (1989); Cinco and Marinko (1992); Angels of Babylon
(1996); The Priest’s Children (1999); Sons Die First (2005).
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Original title: ÆENA BEZ TIJELA
World premiere: planned for the 2006/07 season
Number of characters: 3 m + 2 f
Length: two acts + epilogue
Translation: English
Contact: Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO
e-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
Martin (retired, 34) brings an older prostitute back to his apartment who introduces herself as Emma. While
drinking her doses of alcohol and demanding to be paid in advance, Emma wonders why Martin didn’t
choose a younger prostitute. She sees women’s shoes in the hall and suggests they get down to “business”
before his wife comes back home; but Martin explains that he is not married and that the shoes belong to
his mother who has just left for a pilgrimage to Medjugorje. “She went because of me...”, he says, confessing he has cancer. Emma is confused but still takes on the initiative √ she tells him the dark-humoured
anecdotes from her “practice” and recounts her alleged life tragedy: her husband is in jail; her son is
ashamed of her and avoids any contact; one of her daughters is adopted and the other one sick and placed
in a nursing home... Emma was also under the treatment as she had attempted suicide by slashing her
wrists in a moment of mental turmoil; this is when Martin admits that it was actually in the Psychiatric ward
that he first saw her. He tells her he was hospitalised because of a phobia of grass surfaces and soil... A
doorbell interrupts their conversation. Emma hides in the bathroom, while Pista (retired, 34, Martin’s friend)
appears for a short visit. He questions Martin about his plans with Emma, peppering his curiosity with an
array of vulgarities (“And will you fuck her, or just...? ... As far as I remember, she’s got a nice cunt...”).
Before leaving, Pista tells Martin in a half-threatening tone that he will “have to tell the others”. Emma
comes back to the room and asks him to begin with the sex. But Martin tells her he is not interested in that
and asks her if she would marry him. Emma is shocked but Martin explains his plan: he only has two or

mate matiπiÊ
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Extract from WOMAN WITH NO BODY

three months to live and he wants to do a good deed: he
would like to marry her so that she would be left with his
war invalid pension. Then she could stop with the prostitution and take care of her sick daughter. In the middle of
their conversation, his mother rushes in. She had tried
phoning Martin and as he didn’t answer, fearing the worst,
she rushed back from the bus station. At first she is
pleased, thinking that Emma is Martin’s girlfriend, but
thanks to a tragicomic chain of circumstances, she realises
Emma is a prostitute. She offends her and Emma leaves in
anger. Martin then reveals to his mother the true identity of
that woman. Her husband was a notorious Chetnik leader, a
war butcher who massacred Martin’s war mates. Martin
and his group found him, broke into his house, hanged him
by his feet and left him hanging until he was dead, meanwhile raping his wife √ Emma, whose real name was Ruæa,
he thinks. Her tragic life story began, says Martin, “the
night we paid her a visit…” His only chance for redemption
lies in the attempt to help this woman. Her friend told him
that Emma decided not to get married again until she had
found her husband’s body. But Martin decided to solve that
problem: he will send her an anonymous letter with a map
of the location where they buried him.
In the second act, Martin clashes with his former war commander, Mladen (45, retired), who asks him to give up on
his plans because, he says, it will appear as if we have been
killing “innocent civilians” and “I don’t want to rot in The
Hague”. Martin calms him down, promising he will assume
the responsibility for that murder but it is only then that he
discovers the real truth: later on, Pista, Mladen and his
other mates had buried several more executed Serbs in
that same spot. Now they are all very distressed and they
want to kill Emma in order to protect themselves; but
before that, they decide to give their old war companion one
36
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more chance. No one, says Mladen, would be
surprised if a terminally ill war veteran committed suicide… The boys are with Emma
right now; they hired her as clients and are
waiting for his answer.
In the play’s epilogue, Martin’s mother Maria
first meets Mladen who expresses his condolences and then Emma, who puts together all
the pieces at Martin’s funeral. The one who
held the pathetic speech, and that was
Mladen, was the one who had spoken the
only words uttered the night she was raped.
He said, “Hold the whore”, and the words
were addressed to the only person who didn’t
rape her: Martin. Emma recognises that voice
and she now begs Maria to bear witness in
the court about what she knows; but Maria
cannot do it: “…They are his friends… And
Mladen is about to have a baby…”. “Lady, pray
for your son... This is what he needs most
now”, says Emma in the last line of the play.

Woman Without a Body is the central part of
the Post Mortem Trilogy, Mate MatiπiÊ’s dramatic tryptich. MatiπiÊ is interested in some of
the crucial ethical misgivings that are the consequence of war conflicts in ex-Yugoslavia. All
three plays, including Woman Without a Body,
are characterised with an unusual mixture of
thriller, dark-humoured elements and serious
dramatic discourse. Despite being grounded in
a Croatian milieu, Woman Without a Body is a
play with a universal theme that is problemwise equally transparent and familiar in any
part of the world.

Ema looks at him mystified.
Silence.
MARTIN: I’d like to talk to you about something important…
Silence.
MARTIN: Please, sit down…
Silence.
Ema sits down on the sofa uneasily.
MARTIN: I don’t know where to start…
EMA anxiously, decisively: I told you that you couldn’t fuck me
in the ass. Don’t even try to persuade me…
MARTIN: No, no… It’s not that…
Silence.
MARTIN: This, what I am going to tell you, maybe it will seem
to you… I don’t know, frivolous… But…
EMA: For your money you can say whatever you want…
I have heard all sorts of things in my time… Such stories
that there are few things that could shock me…
MARTIN unexpectedly: Would you like to marry me?
Short pause.
EMA: I beg your pardon? smiling Are you joking, or…
MARTIN: No, I’ m asking you sincerely…
EMA: This is not that film… what’s it called… The one with that
actor and that pretty actress with a big mouth…
MARTIN: I know it’s not… But… I’ve thought about it for a long
time and I want you to know that I haven’t said what I said
just like that…
EMA: Well, now I really must have a drink… she drinks And why
do you want me to be your wife? I’m almost twenty years
older than you. I ‘m not sure that your devout mother
would want a woman her age for a daughter-in-law…
MARTIN: That’s just it … You don’t have to be my wife, just
marry me…
EMA: Excuse me, but now I really don’t understand anything…
MARTIN: I mean that we don’t need to live together. Just get
married… After that we needn’t even see one another…
There, if you want I can vouch in writing that I will never
contact you after that…
EMA: So you wont not mind if I continue working after I marry
you? …
MARTIN: Perhaps you wouldn’t need to, especially not after I
die … Here… Look. Here are all my papers…
Martin takes his medical diagnoses and documents from a
drawer.
MARTIN: Here, you can see the X-rays, so you don’t think that I

have made all this up… Cancer and disease… Although my mother goes on pilgrimages I know that I do not have much
time left… The thing is that you’d get my
pension after my death… You’d be better off
with that… you and your sick daughter…
You’d not need to rent a room because
you’d be entitled to
a flat as the widow of a disabled veteran… If
you still don’t believe me you can ask doctor NikoliÊ… I wrote down his phone number for you…
EMA: Strange that you ask me that when I’ve
told you that I have a husband…
MARTIN: I know that you don’t… I talked to
your friend Ljerka… She told me that you
always tell the clients that you have a husband √ a murderer in prison to frighten
them… But that you are a self-supporting
mother who hasn’t known the whereabouts
of her husband for over ten years…
EMA slightly hurt: So you have chosen me out
of pity?
MARTIN: No, that’s not the reason.
EMA: Why then?
Short pause.
MARTIN: It would be a pity that my pension
didn’t help somebody after my death… It’s
better that someone who needs it gets it…
You don’t have to decide now… but please
don’t wait long… Sometimes the illness can
progress faster than the doctors expect…
EMA: I know women who are in far worse situation than me… If you want I can introduce
you to them, so you can ask them… One of
them’s bound to want to get married for
the pension… I’ve decided not to look for a
new husband till I found out where my first
is …
Martin is silent.
Pause.
Ema is watching him and trying to discover
the “background” of the marriage proposal.
Suddenly, she looks towards the door.
Translated by Jasenka Zajec
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Sons Die First, part one of the Post Mortem Trilogy, directed by
Boæidar VioliÊ, Gavella Drama Theatre, Zagreb, 2005
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DUBRAVKOMIHANOVI∆
(1975)
Graduated Dramaturgy at the Academy of Dramatic Arts in Zagreb.
He works as a Dramaturge at the Gavella Drama Theatre. He publishes plays, stories, poems as well as theoretical works on theatre.
Plays (a selection): Penguins (1996), White (1998), Greenland (1999),
Indians (2000).

FROG

Original title: ÆABA
World premiere: ITD Theatre, Zagreb, 2005
Number of characters: 4 m
Length: 1 act
Translation: English
Contact: dmihanovic@yahoo.com
The heroes of Frog are in fact stereotypes: Zeko the barber, in whose shop the action takes place, is a former
soldier-defender in the Homeland War, suffering from PTSP; his brother Toni, a gambler and an alcoholic,
remains jobless but does not dare to confess this to his wife fearing that it would give a final blow to his otherwise rocky marriage; their friend Grga is a pragmatic and shallow “newcomer” who makes his living by
driving a taxi and finds consolation in adultery with a much younger girl. After his wife and child escape, driven away by his violent behaviour, Zeko faces “the moment of truth” and after remaining alone decides to end
Christmas Eve by committing suicide. Salvation, however, appears deus ex machina in the shape of a benevolent book salesman, embodied in Zeko’s vision as a frog-saviour that he discovered as a fetish of salvation in
Murakami’s story Super Frog Saves Tokyo.
An evident admirer of minimalism and small, closed forms, MihanoviÊ’s pursuit in Frog is directed towards
the invisible tragic quality of everyday life. The basic value of the play is the manner in which it delivers a clinical picture of the main character’s inner derangement. The shifting moods, mental salto mortale, fanatic resoluteness and the tearing suspicion expressed through a combination of sparse, broken sentences and
ecstatic monologues √ all of these create an authentic psychogram of this individual but also of the entire
inconspicuous army of Scorcesean “taxi drivers” that surround us daily, together with their problems.
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Extract from FROG

Christmas eve, year 2000 and something, between 18.00
a 19.30.
Toni is sitting on the bench near the stove. He took off his
shoes and is warming up the frozen feet. He is reading a
newspaper. Christmas carols are playing quietly on the
radio.
TONI Obviously to someone in the back room.: Today I saw
déesse, that old Citroën DS just like we used to have.
Same colour, everything… Now it’s a classic! At first I
thought, you know, that it was ours. Then I remembered
that ours was pressed in a scrap yard, damn… They said
that it was scrap. And recycled it. Planted a tree. Fuck
the tree! Tell me Zeko please: isn’t déesse much more
beautiful than a tree? I mean, it’s not that I have something against nature; you know I don’t, but you also know
what I am saying. Man, you were driving it, what, for
eleven years, and then I drove it for seven more years…
That was the car, that was the legend! Not the legend,
the monument! You cannot recycle a monument, you
simply don’t do that. Zeko appears from the back room.
He is wearing overalls. He is sweeping the floor with a
broom or a push broom. I fucked in her for the first time,
and not under a tree. Those who are not born on the
asphalt cannot understand that. They only want to recycle
and plant, and when somebody erects a shopping centre
on some poor meadow, they don’t care about the trees.
This makes no sense, there’s no romanticism. And the
number of trees they cut to produce all those flyers for
the shopping centre, which they then force into your letter box…
ZEKO: I did it in her the first time, too. With that girl, Olja.
Short pause. And the second and the third time. Then we
broke up. She complained that she was cold, that she
would like to go to a flat. And where could I find her a
flat? Stops cleaning. The window kept falling down as
soon as the car would shake a little. That sealing rubber
that used to hold it… Why it would fall out every now and
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then. Nightmare! It was night, drizzling rain. The
engine was on all the time, its battery run down…
Short pause. I used to take her to the mechanic all
the time.
TONI Laughing: Who knows what I was doing while you
fondling Olja with one hand and holding the window
with the other one?
ZEKO: What could you be doing, Toni? You were sleeping. You were only a year old! Short pause.
TONI warmly: And you, when I did it for the first time…
ZEKO As if he precisely knew the answer from way
back.: I was liberating Lika. Short pause. How many
times do I have to tell you not to crumple the paper? This is for the customers. Puts away the broom, takes the paper from Toni and folds it neatly.
TONI: I am also your customer, Zeko.
ZEKO: You cannot be my customer, when I cut your
hair for free. And paper costs money, take care.
TONI Interrupts him, putting his shoes on.: I’m going
back to the street. At least nobody is fucking me
around there.
ZEKO: You’re not going to the street, Toni but into the
gambling house. Short pause. Do you celebrate
Christmas there too? Is there a tree by the
roulette?
TONI: There you go again. Short pause. No, there isn’t
but this is not a bad idea. Jesus could bring me
luck. After all, do you know of any other place
where you can get warm for free? There isn’t one!
Except the library. And even there you must be a
member. Short pause. The churches don’t work all
day long either.
ZEKO: You have a flat, mate! And a wife in it. And a
daughter. Remember them? Don’t you think it’s
time that you finally tell them what happened?
Short pause.
TONI: Not yet. I’m not… I’m not ready, fuck it.
ZEKO: And when will you be ready, Toni? Short pause.
It’s no shame to get fired.
TONI: You think that Vanja will believe that they fired
me because √ as they have put it nicely √ “there
were redundancies because of technical restructur-

ing”? No way, Zeko! She’ll say that it’s no wonder that I was laid
off √ guess why? √ because I gamble and drink. Actually, “I am on
the booze”, these are her exact words.
ZEKO: Stop “boozing” and continue looking for work, so she will have
nothing to reproach you for.
TONI Nervously: I am looking for work! And I will tell Vanja when I
find one… But I cannot invent it!
ZEKO: It is not normal that you hide, Toni. Don’t you think that you
should go talk to your wife and explain to her how the things are?
Strange that you have not bumped into them already. Or that
some neighbour, postman, butcher, I don’t know, somebody from
Marta’s class has not told them that you have been wondering
around for days…
TONI Calmer: Everything can change. Six, seven grand, that’s what I
need… to start from scratch again.
ZEKO: What, to drink and gamble?
TONI Loses control.: I can’t stand it Zeko! You are constantly nagging. As if you were my mother!
ZEKO: I’m your brother. I’m doing this for your own good. Short pause.
TONI: But you are lagging behind times. What do you think, how does
one make money in this country today. Ha? Like, you work, and
then you earn? Don’t make me laugh! I see that you have bundles, yes… And you are here all day long! Why is gambling so bad
anyway? Am I stealing? No. But I could. Not only could, I should!
When they throw you out like an old rag and then steal from you,
you can take something from them too…
ZEKO: Who stole from you?
TONI: Two days ago in the tram, I’ve told you.
ZEKO: What’s that got to do with anything? You told me that these
were some kids, twelve…
TONI Interrupting him: They are all a bunch of crooks, Zeko. Short
pause. You either don’t see or don’t want to see what’s going on
here!? All those people that drifted from who knows where, they
all now help each other √ drag, dig, conspire… Only we who were
born here don’t have anybody. They will screw us over every
chance they get! Well, there’ll come a time when I’ll screw them
all up. Every one of them. I will earn heaps of money. That’s
bound to happen! The law of great numbers. I just have to keep
trying. “Eight and eleven √ black.” It has not spun lately, and it
must hit on them, too!
ZEKO: Give that up, Toni, please.

Frog, directed by Franka PerkoviÊ,
ITD Theatre, Zagreb, 2005

Translated by Jasenka Zajec
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NEIGHBOURHOOD UPSIDE DOWN

NINAMITROVI∆
(1978)
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Dramaturgy), graduated from the Academy
of Dramatic Arts in Zagreb. Member of the Croatian Association of
Dramatic Artists. Freelance playwright and screenwriter.
Plays (a selection): When We Dead Slay Each Other subtitled as
No Heaven for Folks (2003), This Bed is Too Short or Just Fragments
(2004), Bota ZdenkoviÊ √ Monologue (2004)

Original title: KOM©ILUK NAGLAVA»KE
World premiere: Croatian National Theatre “Ivana Zajc” in Rijeka, 2003
Number of characters: 12 m + 5 f
Lenght: 13 scenes
Translation: English
Contact: ninamail@net.hr
Huklija, one of the builders of the high-rise whose residents we are to meet in the course of the play, is a
frustrated alcoholic who lost his job due to invalidity. The only resort he sees is to throw himself from the top
of the high-rise he built. At the beginning of his fall, he enters into an embittered dialogue with one of his
neighbours √ neighbour God √ showering him with his dark-humoured comments.
On the 18th floor of the high-rise lives a policeman devastated by his beeng discharged from work. After a
fierce clash with his son who, as a police inspector, came to take away his policeman’s badge, the policeman
jumps out the window.
On the 14th floor lives Ana, an elderly woman, with her only companion, the canary Kiki. They experience
a sudden intrusion by –uka who comes back to his home after 15 years only to find out that his wife has
re-married and sold their apartment to Ana. What else is left for –uka but √ to jump out of the window.
The 11th floor also witnesses a true drama √ an idealistically honest and tipsy father discovers that his son
is in the smuggling business. Following a bitter row, the father throws his son’s partner out the window.
On the 8th floor, a wealthy physician is dallying with his mistress in his apartment when a deceived patient
of his appears, in critical physical condition. After heavy accusations of taking bribes and failing to fulfil
his duty as a physician, the patient pushes the physician through the window.
In an apartment on the 3rd floor, Miro meets Jelena, the girl he ran over with his car, severely maiming her,
then escaped from the scene of the accident and, thanks to his influential father, avoided any penalty. After
a session of physical and mental harassment, Jelena’s furious brother throws Miro out of the window.
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Extract from NEIGHBOURHOOD UPSIDE DOWN

1st

On the floor, MiÊo and Dana have to move
because the Serbian owner of the apartment
is coming back. This fact incites in MiÊo, a
traumatised soldier of the Homeland War,
a true outburst of fury that results in his intention of throwing a bomb, which he renounces
at the last moment. Yet, an instant later, the
earth begins to tremble and √ everything
vanishes, swallowed by an earthquake.

Neighbourhood Upside Down, the first staged
text by the young dramatist, is subtitled as a
slice of life. Yet, although many influences that
mark the spirit of our time are juxtaposed
within it, Neighbourhood Upside Down is an
indigenous and fresh black-humoured play
on the high-rise residents of different ethnic
backgrounds who throw themselves or are
being thrown out the window and, while
falling, debate with each other. Nina MitroviÊ
demonstrates an enviable talent in structuring
the dramatic text in which she skilfully unifies
naturalistic scenes from the everyday life of
ordinary people, full of curses and brutality,
with metaphorical messages mostly referring
to the Bible. In this mosaic-like dramaturgy,
she manages to weave a psychological structure of characters. Distinctly inspired by articles from the crime sections of daily newspapers, Neighbourhood Upside Down is full of
ironically pitched lucid observations on the
gloomy Croatian everyday life, swarming with
absurd and bizarre situations.
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THE ROOF
THE FALL OF THE FIRST MAN
Huklija falls from the top of the building
HUKLIJA: My name is Huklija; Huklija, that’s the name my
mother gave me. I built this building and am jumping
off it. I came up here, and now I’m falling down. Once I
was strong, a big man, God’s lamb. The boss took me
on to build for him, to be his worker. He paid me badly,
I worked a lot. I built floors; built floors and flats and
in the end was left minus a leg. Oh, yeah, I fell from a
scaffold. And so I limped a little, drank more and in the
end I couldn’t even remember my own name. So what
else was there left for me to do, but to come back
here, jump and make my life disappear.
You have heard it said: Huklija jumped! But I tell you:
The Lord pushed Huklija. He came from behind, I
NEED ORIGINAL HERE, I bent over and he knocked me
down. You have heard it said: Huklija became a drunk.
But I tell you: on the contrary, the Lord offered it to
Huklija. The Lord filled the glass, the Lord poured it,
poured a drop too many. And Huklija, he didn’t say no.
He drank and liked it and didn’t stop. Huklija drank it
all, drop after drop.
My name is Huklija; Huklija was cursed by his father.
He was thrown out of the house, condemned to roam
the Earth. But he didn’t know it had been said: Judge
not that you be not judged. And my father disowned
me. sent me away to work while I was still very young.
I went west from my village and got to a city.
You have heard it said: Judge not that you be not
judged. But I tell you: the Lord was kidding. He didn’t
give us courts of law for nothing. Even here he
screwed us up. He established courts, but he dressed
judges up to wear bribes. He gave us laws, but there
is no law like the law of the fittest and the strongest.
I was judged and offered jail. Others had done worse
and they had more, and so they gave what they had to

Neighbourhood Upside Down, directed by
Saπa AnoËiÊ, Croatian National Theatre
“Ivan Zajc” in Rijeka, 2003

buy their freedom. Yes, they stole only to
give to the judge. The Lord settled it that
way. That is why I tell you, the Lord is
every prison bar, and we are just the little
bit of misery behind it.
My name is Huklija, sacked by his boss.
He said to him: I’m sorry, pal, but what
use are you to us? You fell; that cannot be
denied. You limp; that cannot be denied
either. You’re of no use to us. And so I
was left without a job, but I was heavier
by…by about? By about ten kilos of iron in
my spine. I couldn’t even bend. And I used
to work well. For what? To be a beggar.
I didn’t store up riches here on earth
where robbers break through and steal!
I listened to the Lord. And that’s why I tell
you: the Lord is great, like a scaffold,
and we are just that little bodies that falls
from it. Into the abyss.
You have heard it said: Do not store up
riches for yourself here on earth. But I
tell you: this is false. In that case the Lord
wouldn’t have given us a cash machine on
every corner. He took Deutschmark away,
just to tempt us. That’s why I tell you: the
Lord is a bank, and we are merely savers.
We draw faith on loan, with interest.
My name is Huklija, betrayed by his
homeland. He was given a job and it was
taken away from him. Huklija was
slapped, but he turned the other cheek.
He didn’t take revenge. Was he wrong?
You have heard it said: Don’t resist a villain. But I tell you: the Lord whispered in
my ear: An eye for an eye. He sang to me
before I went to sleep: A tooth for a tooth.

But I realised this too late. That’s why I tell you not to repeat my
mistakes but sing so loud that the whole Earth hears you chanting:
An eye for an eye. A tooth for a tooth!
My name is Huklija, to him the Lord announces the end. Here he
comes, warning me for the last time. But I, stupid fool, don’t understand. A dog appears in front of me out of the blue, stops a meter
away, a meter or two away from me and observes me. It comes
slowly towards me and pulls my sleeve to move me. But I wasn’t
born yesterday, I know what it wants. Either for me to feed it or to
stroke it. Well I haven’t sunk so low, I wouldn’t give it what is holy to
me! That’s why I kicked the dog with my leg, the lame one. The dog
put its tail between its legs and ran away. But what’s happening
now? A pack is gathering. All the gates opening up, the dogs well
up, from every house, from every garden, they come out from every
street like good brothers. There they are, in the middle of the
street, a whole pack of them. They bark and howl and disappear
into the distance.
You have heard it said: Do not throw what is sacred to the dogs! But
I tell you: do not give what is sacred to man. We’re like swine; do
not throw your pearls before us. We don’t see what’s right in front
of us, what we do to each other, what’s happening to us. Yes. It is
true, a pack of dogs has gathered, but still nobody realises that in
this way the Lord announces some misfortune. The Lord has set
them on us, called them to come to him and then sent them somewhere far away. He told them to get lost, to save their necks. And
man, the worst beast of all, doesn’t understand even when the Lord
addresses him in person. Instead of taking to the road, we are head
for disaster, and come head first against a brick wall. But the head
breaks first, then the wall. If the Lord decides it’s time to cancel his
union with man, he will cause all around to shake, take the ground
from under their feet and break the world he gave to them into
pieces.
Translated by: Petra ©kariÊ, Tamara Budimir
1/2006
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BIRDIES, A Prison Named Desire

FILIP©OVAGOVI∆
(1966)
Actor, dramatist and film director is a graduate of Acting and Film
Directing at the Academy of Dramatic Arts in Zagreb. He is
employed as an actor in the Gavella Drama Theatre. Besides
Croatian theatres, his plays have been performed in Germany,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro, Austria, India
and Chile.
Plays (a selection): Bricky (1998), Birdies (2000), Festivals (2001),
Jazz (2004)

Croatian Title: PTI»ICE
World premiere: Split Summer Festival, 2000
Number of characters: 7 m + 3 f
Length: two parts
Contact: Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO
e-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
The plot of Birdies takes place in real time, during the last two years of the 20th century. The first part takes
place in a prison, the second one in a fire station. The characters inhabiting the space of the prison named
Desire (this being the subtitle of the play) feature typical profiles of ordinary people, aware of their more or
less loser’s positions in the paradoxical Croatian everyday life. A group of prisoners try to find the sense of
their temporary communal life by founding the band “Birdies”. Each of them has a different vision about the
music they are supposed to perform and perceive themselves as well as the common future in a different
way, but all of them think that they can achieve something “outside”, even become stars. Several months
later, the “Birdies”, dressed in glittering clothes, are supposed to have their first stage appearance at a wedding taking place in a fire station, but nobody has told them that the wedding has been cancelled because the
groom ran away. The events start unfolding in an unexpected manner √ Eva, a student, arrives at the wedding,
also unaware that it has been cancelled; then Crta arrives, a rich man who knows that the wedding has been
cancelled but is curious to see who else is going to show up. Beer is flowing and the tension is growing. The
rich weapons dealer Crta has everything but he is lonely. He produces a lot of money and forces the “Birdies”
to play rural pop music and Eva must tell him about a report on children. In a passionate act of fencing Crta
cuts a few wires and then: “An explosion, screams and darkness. Silence.” Darkness in the epilogue comes
forward as a metaphor of the reality we live in.
In his first play Bricky, ©ovagoviÊ spoke of the war, the hopeless situation and a lost generation that undeservedly found itself in all of that; in his second play, Birdies, he deals with the toughness of everyday life
caused by transition times, examining the condition of the spirit of a time in which the protagonists are once
again losers. The prison as a metaphor along with a group of petty criminals and weirdoes are the only
strongholds of this play. Fragmentary dramaturgy and monologue discourses are parts of an open dramaturgical structure that clearly reveals the traumas and anti-heroes of the chaotic Croatian nineties.
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Extract from BIRDIES

Birdies, directed by Ozren ProhiÊ,
Gavella Drama Theatre, Zagreb, 2005

Birdies, directed by Paolo Magelli,
Split Summer Festival, 2000
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Social worker’s office. Pljuga is in torment.
ZDENKA: And how is my most diligent pupil
today?
PLJUGA: I love you.
ZDENKA: Last time we made a deal that my
adult pupils would not fall in love with their
professors because this obstructs the lectures.
PLJUGA: I can’t live without you.
ZDENKA: Look. I could start behaving much
more formally with you. I am so casual
because I find you nice and I have no idea for
how long. Another thing √ and here it is my
opinion that counts, not yours. And this is the
opinion on how well you mastered our programme and if you still behave aggressively;
or, to be more precise, when we let you out of
prison on the grounds of my recommendation
to the Review Board, are you going to go beat
up some lawyer again including his accidental clients. I write: the prisoner is exemplary,
calm, subdued, he is into carpentry and art,
he writes poems, he is wonderful and all that,
I think he could be an individual useful to the
larger community; you go out, beat up this
guy once again, who in the meantime has
become the lawful husband to your ex-wife,
meaning now with a different status; then you
get two to three and I’m dragged around in
newspapers and all that, you get it?
PLJUGA: Why do you sing with us?
ZDENKA: I sing with you because I want to help
you; this is the main thing. And then, show
me someone who doesn’t want to be a
singer.
PLJUGA: Give it to me.

ZDENKA: What?
PLJUGA: Everything.
ZDENKA: You won’t get anything. My aim is to a make different person out of you, get it, I want you to be better,
to live a legal life, without fiddling with the state.
PLJUGA: And why does the state fiddle with us?
ZDENKA: That is none of my concern.
PLJUGA: Look. I want to date you.
ZDENKA: No way.
PLJUGA: And how do you figure to re-educate me? I couldn’t be brought up properly by my mother or my father or
my uncles or my grandmothers or my coach in the club
who was pestering me so I drank his blood; neither the
books, nor the music did any good √ what I gave them
was only swallowing pills and changing compresses.
Fuck it, my ol’ man fucked up twenty salaries only on
compresses. I’m still great, I mean, I haven’t liquidated
anybody, how would you re-educate a killer, ha? A killer
is a killer. What will you do, make a commercial with
him? I’m taking you out of here.
ZDENKA: Ha, ha, but you can’t go anywhere from here.
PLJUGA: You know what, each time I see you, I can only
think of sex. And you?
ZDENKA: Please, what kind of question is that?
PLJUGA: Pro-creating.
ZDENKA: But you have no idea what will happen tomorrow,
let alone in five months. Do you understand that since I
was in the Pioneers √ where that stupid cap didn’t stand
properly only on my head because by then it was already
clear that my pretty pumpkin was made only for the
finest of hats √ all the way to mathematics competitions,
first international prizes for cello, the Provost Award, an
M.A. and Ph.D., I was meant to succeed, to travel and
get to know the world. I travelled across all the continents; I speak three living and two dead languages.

PLJUGA: I liked working actions.
ZDENKA: Do you hear what kind of voice I
have? Do you understand that I don’t want
a scoundrel! First of all, you’d move to my
place, you’d walk around the apartment,
make coffee, drink tons of beer; my house
would turn into a huge pile of garbage;
you’d watch football. I’d be nervous about
all this because I work and I have no time.
Love is happiness but also misfortune.
When they say love, no one thinks of the
suffering and the hatred that seem to be
taken for granted. Oh, no, thank you. I like
dogs and flowers √ I don’t need a man, I
have a hamster. Go out. Good-bye.
PLJUGA: What, you sleep with that hamster?
ZDENKA: No.
PLJUGA: And he sleeps with you?
ZDENKA: No.
PLJUGA: So who does he sleep with then?
ZDENKA: He sleeps alone.
PLJUGA: You keep the hamster in a cage?
ZDENKA: Yes.
PLJUGA: That’s not right.
ZDENKA: Why?
PLJUGA: Because you are a social worker
and by this you support the alienation of a
hamster, this is not right!
ZDENKA: You generate in me some feelings,
quite contradictory, I don’t know exactly
which, but I’d like to hit you!
PLJUGA: I think this would mean your suspension.
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FRAGILE!

TENA©TIVI»I∆
(1977)
Graduated in Dramaturgy at the Academy of Dramatic Arts in
Zagreb and obtained her M.A. degree at Goldsmith College in
London. She writes plays and TV scripts. Her plays were performed in Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia and Montenegro,
Switzerland and Great Britain. She lives and works in London.
Plays (a selection): Ya Can’t Run Away From Sunday (1999),
Parsifal (2001), Twosome (2002), Nine Tenths (2005)
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Original title: FRAGILE!
World premiere: Slovensko mladinsko gledaliπËe
(Slovenian Youth Theatre), Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2005
Number of characters: 4 f + 3 m
Length: 15 scenes and an epilogue
Translation: the text was originally written in English
Contact: tenci2000@yahoo.com
Mila dreams of becoming a musical star. But for the time being, she is a star in an obscure club in North
London where glasses are regularly smashed and the star’s behind pinched. Marko dreams of becoming a
comedian. For now, he is a waiter. Gayle will become a famous visual artist one day. But at the moment, she
is working with refugees. Tyasha crossed the whole Europe as the victim of trafficking. Her only dream was
to come to London and find someone who long ago promised her “forever”. Erik used to be a war correspondent. In Bosnia, he found himself in the middle of an explosion and experienced the Beyond. For him, pleasure is the only sense of life. They all came to London looking for something they thought they couldn’t find
anywhere else. In the meantime, while waiting for the moment when their desired life would begin, their
dreams interweave in Michi’s club. There they find something they never would have expected √ maturity,
or to be precise, “adultness”. And they realise that this whole time, which they believed was sheer waiting,
was in fact the crucial time of their lives.

tena πtiviËiÊ
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Fragile!, directed by Matjaæ Pograjc,
Slovenian Youth Theatre, Ljubljana, 2005

Extract from FRAGILE!

Tena ©tiviËiÊ attracted the attention of the
Croatian theatre public already with her first dramatic piece. In recent Croatian dramatic production, Ya Can’t Run Away From Sunday stood out
with its authentic style of urban sensitivity, skilfully written dialogues and the faithful portrayal
of typical representatives of Zagreb youth. In the
play Fragile!, the young dramatist continues to
deal with similar themes focused on young people’s quest for their own place under the sun, a
quest that unfolds both on the intimate and on
the business plane of life. Yet, given that her
characters, much as herself, are now uprooted
from the seeming security of their own country
and city, they are more mature and psychologically complex. ©tiviËiÊ’s maturity is also manifest
in a highly precise establishment of dramaturgical structure which, from the initial chronological threading of documentary scenes, in the second part of the play occasionally dissolves into
fragments of the inner states of consciousness
of the dramatic characters, as well as into playing with time perspectives. Besides that, Fragile!
manages to penetrate the atmosphere of today’s
London with extraordinary precision, humour and
intelligence, a London seen from the perspective
of young Eastern European newcomers; she also
manages to create the atmosphere of an ostensible lightness of being and freedom of open
choices in which those that have decided to
pursue their own dreams inevitably get lost.
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MILA: I like the Thames. It’s powerful. You know, when I’m
sitting here, with that view, with all those people, with
those red buses running across the bridge, and with the
music, I feel like I’m in a film. Like there’s a camera following me sipping my latte deciding if I’m going to
accept to play Cressida or… Cosette.
MARKO: Cosette?
MILA: Yes. I’ll tell you about it on a rainy day.
MARKO: And it’s sunny for days. What is that about fog in
London? I don’t see any fog.
MILA: The fog is a myth. But just wait for October to run
out. Then the fun starts. Three, four straight months of
rain, accompanied by large amounts of hail and the
most annoying wind ever to blow on the Earth. It feels
like a long long drizzly night.
MARKO: So, it’s like Gotham city.
MILA laughs: Yeah. Like Gotham city. You like the coffee?
MARKO: It’s very… large and… milky.
MILA: They don’t understand coffee. To them it’s about
froth and flakes and you know, things going on in a cup.
They’re not very… oral.
MARKO: What do you mean?
MILA: Well, you know they don’t have a phrase for ‘dobar
tek’.
MARKO: What do they say?
MILA: Bon appetite.
MARKO: In French?
MILA: Yes, but they don’t even say it that often because, you
know, what’s to look forward to?
Marko laughs.
MARKO: But it’s good here?
MILA: It’s good. Well, you have to be aware of this mood…

It’s like this depressive mood that grabs
you when things are not going to well. It
makes you play native music and remember good things about home. It’s very
sneaky and you can never let your guard
down.
MARKO: So, The Mood.
MILA: Yes. My boyfriend thinks it’s the Slavic
thing. He thinks we take things too seriously.
MARKO: I suppose he isn’t Croatian.
MILA: Oh, no. I decided I will gravitate
towards the west in every possible way.
MARKO: You recommend this life here, then?
MILA: I suppose I feel free here. It’s a life of
endless possibilities. Eventually.
MARKO: You never get lost.
MILA: Well, you can always get lost. I’ve
known people to get lost in Zagreb. And I
think the possibility of getting lost is not
so bad.
MARKO: I didn’t mean that.
MILA: I know.
Marko So what is your cure for the mood?
MILA:You always believe in the plan.
MARKO: Which is?
MILA: I work out, I practice and I audition for
musicals. Well, I audition, in general.
Musicals would be a treat. Work hard,
have faith and triumph √ that’s the plan.
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THE BIG WHITE RABBIT

IVANVIDI∆
(1966)
Graduated from the Department of Dramaturgy at the Academy of
Dramatic Arts in Zagreb. He writes plays, radio plays, film and TV
scripts as well as documentary scripts. He makes his living as a
writer.
Plays (a selection): Niggard (1987); The Great Tilda (1990); Fever
(1993); Grandma’s Heart (1995); Measles (1996); Octopussy (2001)

Original title: VELIKI BIJELI ZEC
World premiere: ZKM (Zagreb Youth Theatre), 2004
Number of characters: 4 f+ 6 m
Lenght: 20 scenes
Contact: Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO, 10000 Zagreb, BasariËekova 24
hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
A two-part family drama. Time of action: the year 1995, shortly after the great successes of the Croatian Army
in the Homeland War; the year 2000, following the Homeland War in Croatia.
First Day. Jela, a 17-year old girl, is in love with Jurica, her senior of ten years, with whom she occasionally
spends time. Her Father, a passionate huntsman and military cook, prepares himself with elation and pride
for a celebratory parade of the Croatian Army through the city, while her servile Mother prepares a pile of
various meats for the feast.
While the parade marches through the city, with some participants that wriggled their place in although never
having seen the war, Father and his two best friends from the military, Blaæ and MlaÊo, are completely devastated and disenchanted: their unit was denied access to the parade at the last minute. While the parade
marches, Jurica is deflowering Jela in a deep bush by the road. And √ he gives her a small white rabbit.
Last Day. Jela, now a student of medicine, following her recent break with Jurica, lives again with her parents
and her pet √ the white rabbit. Everything now lies on the shoulders of this gracious girl: an unpleasant break
with Jurica; a Professor that openly offers sex to her since to be successful it is not enough to be a good student; poverty; a jobless, a constantly drunk Father and a seemingly utterly passive Mother. The disintegration
of Jela’s world culminates with the realisation that her hungry Father has cooked her rabbit for lunch. Jela
faints. Mother goes to bring a wet towel and Father gives Jela some brandy to recover. But this brandy contains poison that Mother meant for Father. Dying, Jela enters a surreal, dream-like world of the sub-consciousness that occasionally appears throughout the play, existing parallel with reality.

ivan vidiÊ

The Big White Rabbit is a play by Ivan VidiÊ, one of the most intriguing Croatian mid-generation dramatists.
This play is also essentially determined by VidiÊ’s predilection towards the apocalyptic premonition of the
existence of an incurable world disease. The documentary-intoned brutality of the outer world is jammed
together in the same dramatic space of the characters’ inner worlds, whereas Jela’s sub-consciousness is
immersed in the emphatically lyrical realm; the spirit of Croatian post-war time is depicted through the apocalyptical disintegration of a family which, as in so many contemporary dramatic texts, represents a seemingly
firm core of a decaying world. The drama of the decomposing world mirrors in the individuals’ drama.
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Extract from
The Big White Rabbit

FATHER fondly: Jela, my love! Where have you been? Sit
down for a bit.
JELA: I went to pick up my things…Good evening.
FATHER proudly: This is my Jela; you’ve met. My one and
only little darling!
Blaæ and MlaÊo get up and greet her politely, gallantly
offering her a seat. Jela hesitates, and then drops her
things.
MLA∆O looks her up and down: Of course we’ve met Jela…
look how she’s grown… A proper woman!
BLAÆ: She’s changed. I haven’t seen you in a long time, you
know. You rarely visit your mum and dad. Meaning well.
Tut, tut; that’s not very nice of you.
FATHER hugs her, euphorically: But now my little girl has
come back home! We’ll be together again!
MLA∆O: What would you like to drink, Jela?
MLA∆O: Come and sit in my lap.
BLAÆ: Come on, have a drink with us…Of course, if your
dad’ll allow it…
FATHER: Of course, dad will allow it. Dad allows her anything. He loves his little girl.
JELA: Nothing, thanks.
FATHER: Oh, go on; have a drink with your dad. Go on;
you’re old enough to have a drink.
They try to convince her. A drunken bout of convincing
follows. Blaæ smiles stupidly, while MlaÊo cannot take
his eyes off her. Jela looks on, appalled.
JELA: No, thanks dad; really. I’m tired. I haven’t eaten a
thing all day. She is indecisive. Do you think you could
help me take my things up to the flat, though? I’m
knackered.
BLAÆ: Of course he’ll help. We’ll all help; no need to worry;
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just have a drink with your dad’s friends
first.
MLA∆O: Go on; do us the honour. It’s not
every day we have the chance of sharing
a beautiful woman’s company.
JELA: Dad, please…
FATHER hugs her: Come on, Jela; just one
drink with your dad and his friends, and
then we’ll go home together. I’ll carry
your things for you.
JELA yells at him: No, I won’t, dad!
Jela starts crying. Father’s friends fall
silent and look at each other in confusion.
BLAÆ: All right; you don’t have to…
MLA∆O: What’s wrong, my dear?
FATHER: There’s nothing wrong with her. Her
boyfriend’s left her, so now she feel a bit
sorry…
JELA: Stop it, dad!
FATHER consolingly: It’ll all be all right. Don’t
get yourself all worked up over that piece
of shit. What; he thinks he can just drop
you… Like hell he can. You’ve got your
dad; you’ll see; when your dad gets a hold
of him, he’ll be begging for…
JELA pulls away from him: Leave me alone!
Why don’t you all leave me alone, you
shitheads! You drunk swine!
Jela gets up in tears, grabs her things
and runs away, embarrassed. Father and
his friends watch her leave in shock.
BLAÆ: What’s with her?!

MLA∆O: We were only trying to be friendly, and she treats
us like that. I really don’t know what we did to deserve
that.

The Big White Rabbit, directed by Ivica KunËeviÊ,
Zagreb Youth Theatre, 2004

Father cups his head in his hands. His friends are taken
aback and drink their drinks in silent disbelief.
MLA∆O shocked: Truly, unheard of… Something seems to
be wrong with your little girl. Shitheads and swine!
There was no call for that!
FATHER hangs his head; almost whining: Now you know
what it’s like for me…
BLAÆ: Are you sure your little girl’s not on drugs? Thinks.
I don’t know. It’s not for me to say. You’re an intelligent
man. But if I were you, I’d keep an eye on her.
Silence.
A crocodile saunters through the cellar, breaking chairs
with its tail; then it stops, orders a brandy and starts
shedding crocodile tears.

MLA∆O insulted: Shitheads and swine; you don’t
say… He looks at him disapprovingly. Lukπa,
my dear Lukπa…
BLAÆ: It’s not so much that she said it to us, but
to speak to her own father that way…
MLA∆O: Yes, indeed, Lukπa; you really do have
a wonderful family…
FATHER disappointed and angry: I don’t have a
family. I don’t have anyone any more. I don’t
even have a home of my own any more, or a
job … or luck, or a single satisfaction left in
life. And I don’t care. I really don’t care any
more.
Translated by Tamara Budimir
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iinfo
THE HISTORY OF THE CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI-UNESCO
The Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO was founded in 1994
as a non-profit, professional and volunteer organisation
(citizens’ association). At the Constitutive Assembly of
the Centre, Sanja NikËeviÊ was elected its first president. Within a few years of its being active, the Croatian
Centre of ITI-UNESCO grew from a small association of
theatre enthusiasts into an organiser of numerous theatre actions and manifestations as well as a respectable
publisher of theatrological publications and books. The
main task of the numerous programmes of the Croatian
Centre of ITI-UNESCO is building the bond between
Croatian theatre and the world as well as its presentation abroad. At present, the Croatian Centre of ITIUNESCO has over one hundred and fifty members who
are eligible to carry an international I.D. card, which
enables them to have various benefits in theatres worldwide. The Centre publishes the bulletin Croatian Drama
and Theatre in Croatian and English; the bulletin contains information on the Centre’s activities as well as a
number of useful data on Croatian drama and theatre.
Thanks to the work of the Croatian Centre of ITIUNESCO, a great deal of information on Croatian theatre, the dramatic and theatre tradition of these parts as
well as on reputable Croatian dramatic artists has found
its place in world theatre publications.

Since 2001. on, Æeljka TurËinoviÊ has been
leading the Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO
as its President, while the members of the
Managing Board are Damir MaariÊ,
Radovan MarËiÊ, Zoran MuæiÊ, Gordana
OstoviÊ, Ozren ProhiÊ, SreÊko ©estan and
Dubravka VrgoË. The members of
Supervisory Board are Hrvoje IvankoviÊ,
Davorka JuraviÊ, Nina Kleflin, Æelimir
MesariÊ and Urπa Raukar Gamulin, while
Dubravka »ukman acts as Administrative
Assistant in the Centre’s office and Tajana
GaπparoviÊ as expert collaborator.
According to current Centre regulations,
the Managing and the Supervisory Board
meet three to five times a year. The Annual
Assembly is held in the month of January.

THE CENTRE’S OFFICE

ACTIVITIES OF ITI-UNESCO

In October 2003, after several years of working in a limited space in Novi Zagreb, the Croatian Centre of ITIUNESCO moved into the new and prestigious spaces of
Villa Arko in BasariËekova Street 24, in the centre of
Zagreb. The Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO shares its
space in Villa Arko with the Croatian PEN Centre and the
Croatian Writers’ Association. The move to BasariËekova
Street has undoubtedly had a stimulating effect on the
enhancement of programme activities and on the more
frequent socialising of the Centre’s members, but also
on the encounters with colleagues from abroad.

The main goal of the regular activities of
the Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO is to
inform its members on events organised by
other ITI centres in Europe and worldwide
as well as on the programmes of studies
and seminars related to theatre work in
the broadest sense. Distributing information and making connections with information networks is therefore our principal
task.

Villa Arko was constructed in 1938 based on a project by
architect Alfred Albini (son of famous composer and
author of several operettas and ballets, SreÊko Albini).
The investor was the well known Zagreb industrialist,
economist and chemist Vladimir Arko. As a Modernist
edifice steeped in tradition, Villa Arko is considered one
of the most successfull incorporations of newer buildings in the ambience of the Upper Town. From 1772 until
its tearing down in 1938, a non-descript one-storey
house stood on the site of this edifice. In the last
decades of the 19th century, the old house had hosted
one of the most popular “purger” (the colloquial name
for old Zagrebians) inns, “Matejna”, named after its
owner, Mijo Matejna. Back then, “Matejna” was the gathering place of Zagreb bohemians and clerks from the
Upper Town’s offices, whereas in the 18th century
German theatre troupes occasionally showed their performances in it.

The Centre has a very rich database
(around 800 addresses of local and international theatre profesionals) through
which it maintains regular contacts with
over two hundred theatre people by sending bulletins, translations of theatre plays
and miscellaneous information on Croatian
theatre and drama. The Croatian Centre of
ITI-UNESCO also has its regularly updated
Web site (http://www.hciti.hr).

Villa Arko
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PROGRAMMES

THE HC ITI-UNESCO DANCE BOARD

DAYS OF HUNGARIAN DRAMA AND THEATRE

Founded in June 2000, the Dance Board of the
Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO has grown into one of
the rare solid strongholds of the Croatian dance
scene. It represents firstly the place the logistic support to dance groups and projects as well as being
the source of information and a way of joining the
international network on the level of the ITI Dance
Boards. Thus tourings of our groups were successfully realised in Mexico, Peru and Cyprus.

Zagreb, February-March, 2004

Thanks to the Dance Board, the celebration of Dance
Day on April 29 has become a true holiday in the
Croatian dance calendar. What we consider the most
valuable result of the work of our Dance Board is the
launching of the magazine for Dance Art Kretanja
(Movements, 2002), published twice a year, as well as
the publishing of the Guide to Croatian Dance. The
guide was published in English only and it is valid
everywhere where there is an interest and need for
information as it contains all the addresses, contacts
and repertoires of the current Croatian dance scene.

Days of Hungarian Drama and Theatre are the continuation of the programme of presentations of foreign
plays and their authors as well as of theatre professionals of a guest-country in Zagreb. To date, during
the five years of the existence of this programme, we
have realised the Days of Scottish, Welsh, Austrian
and Italian Drama and Theatre.

30th ITI WORLD CONGRESS
May 28 √ June 4, 2004, Tampico, Mexico
The Croatian delegation at the Congress was led by
President of the Croatian ITI Æeljka TurËinoviÊ;
the delegation included Æelimir MesariÊ (Theatre

Education and Training Committee), Jasen
Boko (International Playwrights’ Forum),
Vitomira LonËar (New Project Group), Lary
Zappia (Dramatic Theatre Committee) and
Gordana OstoviÊ (Committee of Cultural
Identity and Development).
In addition, Croatia has drew considerable
attention with its books and publications
(Different Voices, Eight Contemporary
Croatian Plays; Croatian Drama and
Theatre, Guide to Croatian Dance among
others).
Æeljka TurËinoviÊ was elected Member of
the Executive Board of the World ITI
(EXCOM). Besides the working part of the
Congress, Croatia took part in two projects
that were the integral part of the Congress
programme.
Dance Project Chances and Challenges
The young and talented dancer OGNJEN
VU»INI∆ (1982) was among the performers.
The project was part of the closing ceremony of the Congress.
The Promotion of Croatian Playwrights
A public reading of Elvis Boπnjak’s play
Carried by the River in Spanish, directed by
Nenni Delmestre.
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INTERNATIONAL DRAMA COLONY √ From Text to
Performance

out set and costume design, the actors
holding the texts in their hands.

Motovun, the first week of July

The basis of collaboration of Croatia and
the foreign countries in the Colony is reciprocity; thus our contemporary playwrights
and their plays have been presented in the
USA, the Czech Republic, India, Mexico,
Greece and Chile √ the countries from
which the representatives took part in the
Colony’s work.

The Drama Colony is one of a series of attractive and
useful programmes of the Croatian Centre of ITIUNESCO. It was launched in 1999 and is designed for
Croatian as well as foreign playwrights with the aim to
verify the stage qualities of their plays in the form of
public readings based on the model practiced in the
American O’Neil Center in Hartford, CT. The Croatian
side presents young and non-established playwrights,
giving them a chance to work on the staging of their text
with professional actors and directors, while foreign
guests of the Colony present their recent dramatic literature through a selected dramatic text. Public readings
have site-specific traits as the stagings take place in the
picturesque outdoor locations of the medieval Istrian
town of Motovun. “The performances” are staged with-

Hrisa Spilioti: Who discovered America?
International Drama Colony, Motovun 2005
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Our foreign guests in the Colony have been
USA, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia,
Hungary, Mexico, Finland, Greece, India
and Israel. The achieved interaction
between local and international playwrights and directors in the Colony builds
bridges of theatre collaboration; on the
other hand, the work-in-progress principle

Rajeev Naik: What Are We To Do With Sathe?
International Drama Colony, Motovun 2005

of work on the text enables the young writers to acquire
the experience of the metamorphosis of a literary text
being transformed into a theatre piece.
Participants in 2004
Croatia
Lana ©ariÊ: The Dolphin, the Crab and the Swallow
Greece
Hrisa Spilioti: Who discovered America?
India
Rajeev Naik: What Are We To Do With Sathe?
Participants in 2005
Croatia
Maja Sviben: Source Point
Israel
Anat Gov: Best Friends
PROMOTION OF CROATIAN DRAMATISTS
IN THE WORLD
The programme for the promotion of Croatian dramatists is the Centre’s international programme whose
purpose is the promotion of new dramatic texts and
authors but also of the stage culture in general. This is a
two-way cultural exchange that, on the one hand, functions as the promotion of new high-quality Croatian
plays that could be of interest to theatres in the partnercountry and result in a staging; on the other hand, this is
an opportunity to acquaint Croatian theatre professionals with dramatic pieces by foreign authors. This project
is realised each year with a selected country or countries. In 2004, these were India (Filip ©ovagoviÊ’s play
Bricky in Marathi) and Mexico (Elvis Boπnjak’s play

Carried by the River in Spanish).
In 2005. these were Greece (Miro Gavran’s
play The Patient of Mister Freud in Greek)
and Chile (the presentation of Croatian
dramatist, actor and director Filip
©ovagoviÊ at the 5th Festival of European
Drama through the public reading of the
play Bricky).

CROATIAN SHOWCASE, Zagreb
October 20-25, 2005
First presentation of the best performances in the last seasons that are still on the
repertoire of Croatian theatres. The selection of performances was made by HC-ITI
President, dramaturge Æeljka TurËinoviÊ,
whereas the showcase was partly connected to Gavella’s Evenings √ the review of the
best Croatian productions of the previous
season. The participants of the showcase
were the selectors of international festivals, as well as theatre critics, directors,
translators, theatre managers and producers. The majority of performances was
followed by encounters with the creative
teams and the actors through which the
showcase participants could find out more
about the production, the organisation and
the functioning of Croatian theatres.
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PUBLICATIONS & MAGAZINES

PUBLISHED (1994-2005)
THEATROLOGY

HRVATSKA DRAMA I KAZALI©TE / CROATIAN
DRAMA AND THEATRE,

GUIDE TO
CROATIAN
DANCE

Editor: HRVOJE IVANKOVI∆
The bulletin Croatian Drama and Theatre represents
one of the fundamental publications of the Croatian
Centre of ITI-UNESCO.

Editor: IVA NERINA
SIBILA

Marvin Carlson: Theories of the Theatre 1, 1996.

Muzaferija Gordana: THE THEATRE PLAYS OF
MIRO GAVRAN, 2005.
Roach R. Joseph: THE PLAYERS’ PASSION √
STUDIES IN THE SCIENCE OF ACTING, 2005.

Boris Senker: Croatian Dramatists in their Theatre, 1996.
Nikola –uretiÊ: Theatre Travelogues and Milestones, 1996.
Marvin Carlson: Theories of the Theatre 2, 1997.
Marvin Carlson: Theories of the Theatre 3, 1997.

KAZALI©TE
(THEATRE)
Magazine for
Theatre Art
Editor: ÆELJKA
TUR»INOVI∆

KRETANJA
(MOVEMENTS)
Magazine for Dance Art
Editor: IVA NERINA
SIBILA

THE MANSIONI SERIES

Manfred Pfister: Drama, 1998.

In the twelve years of its existence, with the
ample scope of interests connected to theatrological studies, dramatic texts, theatre
travelogues, essays and biographical writings,
the series “Mansioni” has defined and established itself as one of the most important
Croatian theatrological editions. The issues in
this series feature both domestic and foreign
authors; besides books in Croatian, translations of plays by Croatian dramatists are being
published in foreign
languages, with the
aim of promoting
Croatian drama
abroad.

–ura ©kaviÊ: The Glossary of Croatian Theatre, 1999.
Antonin Artaud: The Theatre and its Double, 2000.
Vinko GrubiπiÊ: Artaud, 2000.
Acija AlfireviÊ: The Australian New Wave, 2000.

Author group GONG: Repeated Prophecy of
Cracks, 1994.

Peter Szondi: The Theory of Modern Drama 1880-1950, 2001.

Miro Gavran: Droll Pieces, 1996.

Antonija Bogner-©aban: The Return to No-Return, 2001.

Davor ©piπiÊ: Foreplays, 1996.

Adriana Car-Mihec: The Diary of Three Genres, 2003.

Borislav VujËiÊ: White Tragedies, 1997.

Sanja NikËeviÊ: Affirmative American Drama or Long Live
the Puritans, 2003.

Davor ©piπiÊ: Paradise With No Closing
Time, 2001.

Peter Brook: Threads of Time, 2003.

Ivan VidiÊ: Plays, 2002.

IviÊ Sanja: STURGEONS OF SECOND-RATE FRESHNESS
PLAYS, 2004.

ANTHOLOGIES

Chekhov Mikhail: TO THE ACTOR √ ON THE TECHNIQUE OF
ACTING, 2004.
HeÊimoviÊ Branko: IN THEATRE’S EMBRACE, 2004.
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PLAYS

Sibila Petlevski: Symptoms of Dramatic Postmodernity,
2000.

Irena LukπiÊ: The Anthology of Russian
Dissident Drama, 1998.
Ian Brown: The Anthology of Contemporary
Scottish Drama, 1999.
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info addresses
Borislav Pavlovski: The Anthology of New Macedonian
Drama, 2000.
Sead MuhamedagiÊ: The Anthology of New Austrian
Drama, 2002.

Contemporary Italian Drama √ selected authors (edited
by Mario Mattia Giorgetti), 2003.
Franciska ∆urkoviÊ-Major: NEW HUNGARIAN DRAMA,
2005.

UNESCO THEATRE ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS

CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI-UNESCO

CROATIAN CENTRE OF P.E.N.

(Hrvatski centar ITI-UNESCO)
International Theatre Institute
Institut Internationale du Théâtre
Meunarodni kazaliπni institut
BasariËekova 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 667; Tel/Fax: +385 1 4920 668
E-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.hciti.hr
President: Æeljka TurËinoviÊ

(Hrvatski centar P.E.N.)
BasariËekova 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4880 014; Tel/Fax: +385 1 4880 015
E-mail: hrvatski.p.e.n.centar@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.pen.hr
President: Zvonko MakoviÊ

CROATIAN CENTRE OF ASSITEJ
(Hrvatski centar ASSITEJ)
International Association of Theatre for Children and Young People
Association Internationale du Théâtre Pour L’enfance et la Jeunesse
Meunarodna udruga profesionalnih kazaliπta za djecu i mlade
c/o HDDU, Amruπeva 19/III, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4813 252
E-mail: hc-assitej@inet.hr
Web page: http://www.assitej.hr
President: Miran Hajoπ

CROATIAN CENTRE OF UNIMA

TRANSLATIONS OF CROATIAN DRAMA
Tomislav BakariÊ: La muerte de Stjepan RadiÊ
(The Death of Stjepan RadiÊ - Spanish), 1998
Maja Gregl: The Loves of Alma Mahler/Die Lieben
der Alma Mahler (Croatian/German), 1999

Mislav Brumec: Smrt Ligeje/Death of Ligeia
(Croatian/English), 2000
Tomislav DurbeπiÊ: Drames Choisis (Selected Plays √
French), 2002

Different Voices √ Eight Contemporary Croatian Plays
(English, selected by Boris Senker), 2003.
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(Hrvatski centar UNIMA)
International Puppeteers Union
Union Internationale de la Marionnette
Meunarodna udruga lutkara
B. Magovca 17, 10010 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 6601 626, Fax: +385 1 6601 619
E-mail: hc-unima@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.unima.hr
President: Zvonko Festini

CROATIAN ASSOCIATION OF DRAMATIC ARTISTS
(Hrvatsko druπtvo dramskih umjetnika)
Amruπeva 19/III, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 717, Fax: +385 1 4920 718
E-mail: hddu@hddu.hr
Web page: http://www.hddu.hr
President: Goran GrgiÊ

CROATIAN ASSOCIATION OF THEATRE CRITICS
AND THEATROLOGISTS
(Hrvatsko druπtvo kazaliπnih kritiËara i teatrologa)
c/o HDDU, Amruπeva 19/III, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 717, Fax: +385 1 4920 718
E-mail: igor.mrduljas@inet.hr
President: Igor Mrduljaπ

CROATIAN INSTITUTE FOR MOTION & DANCE (HIPP)
Bijankinijeva 9, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel. +385 1 4621 967; 4621 969; Fax: +385 1 4641 154
E-mail: hipp-tsp@zg.t-com.hr
Web-page: http://www.danceweekfestival.com

ASSOCIATION OF CROATIAN WRITERS
(Druπtvo hrvatskih knjiæevnika)
Trg bana JelaËiÊa 7/I, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4816 931, Fax: +385 1 4816 959
E-mail: dhk@dhk.hr
Web page: http://www.dhk.hr
President: Stjepan ∆uiÊ
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CROATIAN ASSOCIATION OF LITERARY TRANSLATORS
(Druπtvo hrvatskih knjiæevnih prevodilaca)
Ilica 42/II, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4847 565
E-mail: dhkp@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.dhkp.hr
President: Iva GrgiÊ

CROATIAN WRITERS SOCIETY
(Hrvatsko druπtvo pisaca)
BasariËekova 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4876 463, Fax: +385 1 4870 186
E-mail: hrvatsko.drustvo.pisaca@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.hdpisaca.org
President: Velimir ViskoviÊ

Web page: http://www.nsk.hr
Director: Josip Stipanov

DEPARTMENT OF CROATIAN THEATRE HISTORY
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY OF CROATIAN LITERATURE, THEATRE AND MUSIC OF THE CROATIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND ARTS (HAZU)
(Odsjek za povijest hrvatskog kazaliπta zavoda za
povijest hrvatske knjiæevnosti, kazaliπta i glazbe
HAZU)
OpatiËka 18, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 4895 333
Fax: +385 1 4895 302
E-mail: teatar@hazu.hr
Web page: http://www.hazu.hr
Head of Department: Branko HeÊimoviÊ

CENTRE FOR DRAMATIC ART
(Centar za dramsku umjetnost)
Prilaz –ure DeæeliÊa 26, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4846 176; Tel/Fax: +385 1 4846 180
E-mail: info@cdu.net
Web page: http://www.cdu.hr
Executive Board President: Goran Sergej Pristaπ

CULTURAL, SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

CITY OFFICE OF EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT √
DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE
(Gradski ured za obrazovanje, kulturu i πport √ Sektor za kulturu)
Ilica 25, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 6100 505, Fax: +385 1 6100 503
E-mail: kultura@zagreb.hr
Web page: http://www.zagreb.hr
Head of Office: Pavle KaliniÊ

(Matica Hrvatska)
Ulica Matice hrvatske 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 4878 360;
Fax: +385 1 4819 319
Branch Secretariat: Tel: +385 1 4878 353
President’s Office: Tel: +385 1 4878 350
E-mail: matica@matica.hr
Web page: http://www.matica.hr
President: Igor ZidiÊ

FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY
Additional Study in Theatrology √ Department of
Comparative Literature
(Filozofski fakultet, dodatni studij teatrologije √
Odsjek za
komparativnu knjiæevnost)
I. LuËiÊa 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 6120 111
Secretariat: Tel: +385 1 6120 115; Fax: +385 1 6156 879,
6120 212
E-mail: boris.senker@ffzg.hr
Web page: http://www.ffzg.hr
Head of Studies: Boris Senker
Dean: Miljenko JurkoviÊ

ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ARTS
NATIONAL AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
(Nacionalna i sveuËiliπna knjiænica)
Hrvatske bratske zajednice br. 4, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 6164 111, Fax: +385 1 6164 186
Central Information Service: Tel: +385 1 6164 002, 6164 040
E-mail: nsk@nsk.hr
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(Hrvatska autorska agencija √ centar za intelektualno vlasniπtvo)
PreradoviÊeva 25, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4811 055, 4840 047, 4840 049; Fax: +385 1 4817 122
E-mail: haa-civ@haa.hr
Theatre Copyrights Administrator: –urica PaiÊ

“CULTURELINK” NETWORK
(Mreæa Culturelink)
Lj. F. VukotinoviÊa 2, P.O. Box 303, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4877 460, Fax: +385 1 4828 361
E-mail: clink@irmo.hr
Web page: http://www.culturelink.hr
Web page: http://www.culturelink.org
Co-ordinator: Biserka CvjetiËanin

ARTS ACADEMY UNIVERSITY OF SPLIT
MATRIX CROATICA

MINISTRY OF CULTURE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
(Ministarstvo kulture RH)
Runjaninova 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4866 666; Fax: +385 1 4816 755
E-mail: kresimir.partl@min-kulture.hr
Web page: http://www.min-kulture.hr
Minister of Culture: Boæo BiπkupiÊ

CROATIAN COPYRIGHT AGENCY

(Akademija dramske umjetnosti)
Trg marπala Tita 5, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4828 506, 4553 243; Fax: +385 1 4828 508
E-mail: dekanat@adu.hr
Web page: http://www.adu.hr
Dean: Branko Ivanda

(UmjetniËka akademija sveuËiliπta u Splitu)
Glagoljaπka bb, 21000 Split, Croatia
Tel: +385 21 348 622; Fax: +385 21 348 620
E-mail: office@umas.hr
Web page: http://www.umas.hr
Dean: Miljenko GrgiÊ

UNIVERSITY JOSIP JURAJ STROSSMAYER OF OSIJEK
ARTS ACADEMY OF OSIJEK
(SveuËiliπte Josipa Jurja Strossmayera u Osijeku, UmjetniËka
Akademija Osijek)
Kralja Petra SvaËiÊa bb, 31000 Osijek, Croatia
Tel: +385 31 253 300; Fax: +385 253 322
Dean: Josip AlebiÊ

Web page: http://www.hddu.hr
Editor-in-Chief: Lidija Zozoli

FRACTION √ Magazine for Performing Arts
(Frakcija √ magazin za izvedbene umjetnosti)
Publisher: CDU
Prilaz –ure DeæeliÊa 26, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4846 176
E-mail: frakcija@zamir.net
Web page: http://www.cdu.hr/frakcija
Editor-in-Chief: Marin BlaæeviÊ

LUKA √ Magazine for Puppet Theatre
(Luka √ revija za lutkarsko kazaliπte)
Publisher: Zagreb Puppet Theatre
Trg kralja Tomislava 19, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4878 444
E-mail: kazaliste.lutaka@zkl.hr
Web page: http://www.zkl.hr
Editor-in-Chief: Igor Mrduljaπ

MOVEMENTS √ Magazine for Dance Art
(Kretanja √ Ëasopis za plesnu umjetnost)
Publisher: Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO
BasariËekova 24, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 667
E-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: www.hciti.hr
Editor-in-Chief: Iva Nerina Sibila

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTRES
THEATRE MAGAZINES
AUSTRIAN CULTURAL FORUM
THEATRE
(Kazaliπte)
Publisher: Croatian Centre of ITI-UNESCO
BasariËekova 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 667, 4920 669
E-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.hciti.hr
Editor-in-Chief: Æeljka TurËinoviÊ

CROATIAN THEATRE
(Hrvatsko glumiπte)
Publisher: Croatian Association of Dramatic Artists
Amruπeva 19/III, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 717
E-mail: hddu@hddu.hr

(Austrijski kulturni forum)
Österreichisches Kulturforum Agram
GunduliÊeva 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4881 250, Fax: +385 1 4830 739
E-mail: aki1@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.atembassy.hr/kultur/
Director: Robert Szucsich

BRITISH COUNCIL
(Britanski savjet)
Ilica 12, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4899 500; Fax: +385 1 4833 955
E-mail: zagreb.info@britishcouncil.hr
Web page: http://www.britishcouncil.hr
Director: Adrian Chadwick
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FRENCH CULTURAL INSTITUTE

CITY COMEDY THEATRE

(Francuski institut)
Institut Français
PreradoviÊeva 40, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4855 222; Fax: +385 1 4856 082
E-mail: institut@ambafrance.hr
Web page: http://www.ambafrance.hr/institut
Director: Didier Moniotte

(ZagrebaËko gradsko kazaliπte Komedija)
Kaptol 9, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 4813 200
Public Relations: Tel/Fax: +385 1 4812 179
E-mail: komedija@komedija.hr
Web page: http://www.komedija.hr
Manager: Niko PavloviÊ

GOETHE INSTITUTE

KEREMPUH SATIRICAL THEATRE

(Goethe institut)
Ulica grada Vukovara 64, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 6195 000; Fax: +385 1 6195 025
E-mail: infobibl@zagreb.goethe.org
Web page: http://www.goethe.de/zagreb
Director: Juliane Stegner

(SatiriËko kazaliπte Kerempuh)
Ilica 31, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel/Fax: +385 1 4833 354
Public Relations: Tel/Fax: +385 1 4833 348
E-mail: kerempuh@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazalistekerempuh.hr
Manager: Duπko Ljuπtina

ITALIAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE
(Talijanski institut za kulturu)
Istituto Italiano di cultura
Preobraæenska 4, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4830 208, 4830 209; Fax: +385 1 4830 207
E-mail: zg@italcult.hr
Web page: http://www.italcult.hr
Director: Paola Ciccolella

ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE
(ZagrebaËko kazaliπte mladih)
Teslina 7, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 4874 560
Public Relations: Tel: +385 1 4872 561
Fax: +385 1 4872 551
E-mail: pr@zekaem.hr
Web page: http://www.zekaem.hr
Manager: Dubravka VrgoË

THEATRES
ZAGREB PUPPET THEATRE

ZAGREB
CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN ZAGREB
(Drama, Opera, Ballet)
(Hrvatsko narodno kazaliπte u Zagrebu √ drama, opera, balet)
Trg marπala Tita 15, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 4828 550
Public Relations: Tel: +385 1 4826 920
E-mail: drama@hnk.hr
Web page: http://www.hnk.hr
Manager: Ana Lederer
Director of Drama: Dragan Despot

GAVELLA DRAMA THEATRE
(Gradsko dramsko kazaliπte Gavella)
Frankopanska 8-10, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 1 4849 222
Public Relations: Tel/Fax: +385 1 4848 540
E-mail: propaganda@gavella.hr
Web page: http://www.gavella.hr
Manager: Darko StaziÊ
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(ZagrebaËko kazaliπte lutaka)
Trg kralja Tomislava 19, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Management: Tel: +385 1 4878 444
Public Relations: Tel/Fax: +385 1 4878 445
E-mail: kazaliste.lutaka@zkl.hr
Web page: http://www.zkl.hr
Manager: Nikola ∆ubela

CHERRY CITY THEATRE
(Gradsko kazaliπte Treπnja)
MoπÊeniÊka 1, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Management: Tel: +385 1 3638 010
Public Relations: Tel: +385 1 3638 556
E-mail: kazaliste-tresnja@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazaliste-tresnja.hr
Manager: Roman ©uπkoviÊ StipanoviÊ

BIRD OF PARADISE CITY THEATRE
(Gradsko kazaliπte Æar ptica)
BijeniËka 97, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Public Relations: Tel: +385 1 2347 227

E-mail: zar-ptica@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.zar-ptica.hr
Manager: Marija Sekelez

ITD THEATRE
(Teatar &TD)
Savska 25, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Public Relations: +385 1 4593 603
Secretariat: +385 1 4593 677
E-mail: itd@sczg.hr
Web page: http://www.sczg.hr

EXIT THEATRE
(Teatar Exit)
Ilica 208, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 3707 626
E-mail: teatar-exit@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.teatarexit.hr
Manager: Matko Raguæ

SMALL STAGE THEATRE
(Kazaliπte Mala scena)
MedveπËak 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax/Sec: +385 1 4683 352
E-mail: mala-scena@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.mala-scena.hr
Manager: Vitomira LonËar
Artistic Director: Ivica ©imiÊ

HISTRION ACTING COMPANY
(GlumaËka druæina Histrion)
PreradoviÊeva 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4854 713
Web page: www.histrion.hr
Manager: Zlatko Vitez

EPILOGUE THEATRE
(Epilog teatar)
B. Magovca 17, 10010 Zagreb, Croatia
Management: Tel/Fax: +385 1 6609 272
E-mail: et@epilog-teatar.hr
Web page: http://www.epilog-teatar.hr
Manager: Davorka JuraviÊ

I. B. MAÆURANI∆ PUPPET SCENE
(Lutkarska scena I. B. MaæuraniÊ)
Vlaπka 106, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4640 953
E-mail: lutkarska@scena-ibm.hr
Web page: http://www.lutkarska@scena-ibm.hr
Manager: Saπa GreguriÊ

DJE»JE KAZALI©TE DUBRAVA
Cerska 1, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 2910 487
E-mail: kazaliste@ns-dubrava.hr
Web page: http://www.ns-dubrava.hr
Manager: Leo VukeliÊ

KUFER
Tuπkanac 24, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
E-mail: frankaper@inet.hr
Artistic direction: Franka PerkoviÊ,
mob. +385 98 5316 820
and Dora Ruædjak Podolski,
mob. +385 98 9062 056

TEATAR RUGANTINO
Ivana Rangera 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 3700 638
E-mail: rugantino@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.rugantino.hr
Artistic director: Ivica VidoviÊ
Manager: Gordana GadæiÊ

TEATAR GAVRAN
Dugi dol 58c, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 234 6068
E-mail: info@teatar-gavran.hr
Web page: http://www.teatar-gavran.hr
Organizational director: Mladena Gavran
Artistic director: Miro Gavran

DUBROVNIK
MARIN DRÆI∆ THEATRE
(Kazaliπte Marina DræiÊa)
Pred dvorom 3, 20000 Dubrovnik, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 20 321 420; Fax: +385
20 321 071
E-mail: kmd@du.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazaliste-dubrovnik.hr
Manager: Petar Miπo MihoËeviÊ

KARLOVAC
CITY THEATRE ZORA’S HOUSE
(Gradsko kazaliπte Zorin dom)
Domobranska 1, 47000 Karlovac, Croatia
Central Office: Tel/Fax: +385 47 614 950
E-mail: propaganda@zorin-dom.hr
Web page: http://www.zorin-dom.hr
Manager: Zvonimir IlijiÊ
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OSIJEK

Temporary Director of Drama: Galiano Pahor
Manager: Mani Gotovac

CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN OSIJEK
(Hrvatsko narodno kazaliπte u Osijeku
Æupanijska 9, 31000 Osijek, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 31 220-700
E-mail: drama@hnk-osijek.hr
Web page: http://www.hnk-osijek.hr
Manager: Vlaho LjutiÊ
Director of Drama: Marijana FumiÊ

OSIJEK CHILDREN’S THEATRE
(DjeËje kazaliπte u Osijeku)
Trg bana JelaËiÊa 19, 31000 Osijek, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 31 501 485
Public Relations: Tel: +385 31 501 486
E-mail: djecje-kazaliste-osijek@os.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.djecje-kazaliste.hr
Manager: Jasminka MesariÊ

POÆEGA

RIJEKA CITY PUPPET THEATRE
(Gradsko kazaliπte lutaka, Rijeka)
Blaæa PoliÊa 6, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 51 325 680
E-mail: gradsko-kazaliste-lutaka@ri.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.gkl-rijeka.hr
Temporary Manager: Zrinka Kolak Fabijan

(Gradsko kazaliπte Poæega)
Trg Sv. Trojstva 20, 34000 Poæega, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 34 272 481
E-mail: kazaliste.pozega@inet.hr
Web page: http://www.gkp.hr

PULA
ISTRIAN NATIONAL THEATRE
(Istarsko narodno kazaliπte)
Matka Laginje 5, 52100 Pula, Croatia
Tel: +385 52 222 380
E-mail: ink@ink.hr
Web page: http://www.ink.hr
Manager: Aleksandra Saπa Broz

RIJEKA
CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE “IVAN ZAJC”
(Hrvatsko narodno kazaliπte Ivana pl. Zajca
drama, opera, balet, talijanska drama)
Uljarska ulica 1, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia
Public Relations: Tel: +385 51 355 924
E-mail: zajc@hnk-zajc.hr
hrvatska-drama@hnk-zajc.hr
Web page: http://www.hnk-zajc.hr
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CROATIAN THEATRES ABROAD

©IBENIK THEATRE

BOSNIA √ HERZEGOVINA

(©ibensko kazaliπte)
Trg kralja Zvonimira 1, 22000 ©ibenik, Croatia
Tel: +385 22 213 123
E-mail: sibensko.kazaliste@sibensko-kazaliste.hr
Web page: http://www.mdf-si.com
Manager: Dragan ZlatoviÊ

VARAÆDIN
HKD THEATRE
(HKD teatar)
Strossmayerova 1, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 51 377 327
E-mail: hkd.mfms@ri.t-com.hr
Manager: Nenad ©egviÊ

(Hrvatsko narodno kazaliπte Split- drama,
opera, balet)
Trg Gaje Bulata 1, 21000 Split, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 21 344 999
Public Relations: Davor VukoviÊ
E-mail: davor.vukovic@hnk-split.hr
hnk-split@st.t-com.hr
E-mail: drama@hnk-split.hr
Web page: http://www.hnk-split.hr
Manager: Milan ©trljiÊ
Director of Drama: Elvis Boπnjak

SPLIT CITY YOUTH THEATRE
(Gradsko kazaliπte mladih Split)
Trg Republike 1/I, 21000 Split, Croatia
Management: Tel: +385 21 344 979
E-mail: gkm-split@st.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.gkm.hr
Manager: Ljubica Srhoj

(Hrvatsko narodno kazaliπte u Varaædinu)
CesarËeva 1, 42000 Varaædin, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 42 214 688
E-mail: hnk-vz@vz.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.varazdin.hr/kultura/hnk
Manager: Jasna JakovljeviÊ

VIROVITICA
VIROVITICA THEATRE
(Kazaliπte Virovitica)
Trg Ljudevita PataËiÊa 2, 33000 Virovitica, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 33 721 330
E-mail: kazalistevirovitica@vt.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazalistevirovitica.hr
Manager: Miran Hajoπ

ZADAR
ZADAR PUPPET THEATRE
(Kazaliπte lutaka Zadar)
Sokolska 1, 23000 Zadar, Croatia
Tel: +385 23 212 754
E-mail: kazaliste-lutaka-zd@zd.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazaliste-lutaka-zadar.hr
Manager: Davor Grzunov

CROATIAN PLAYHOUSE IN ZADAR
SPLIT CITY PUPPET THEATRE
(Gradsko kazaliπte lutaka Split)
MatoπiÊeva 3, 21000 Split, Croatia
Management: +385 21 395 958
E-mail: gradsko-kazaliste-lutaka@st.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.gkl-split.hr
Manager: Zdenka Miπura

CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN MOSTAR
(Hrvatsko narodno kazaliπte u Mostaru)
Kneza Domagoja bb, 88000 Mostar,
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tel/Fax: +387 36 310 506
Public Relations: Tel/Fax: +387 36 325 412
E-mail: hnkmo@tel.net.ba
Web page: http://www.tel.net.ba/hnkmo
Manager: Ivan OvËar

CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN VARAÆDIN

SPLIT
CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN SPLIT

POÆEGA CITY THEATRE

©IBENIK

(Hrvatska kazaliπna kuÊa Zadar)
©iroka ulica 8, 23000 Zadar, Croatia
Tel: +385 23 314 552
Producer: Jadranka Svaguπa
E-mail: hkk-zd@zd.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.hkk-zadar.hr
Manager: Renato ©voreniÊ

HUNGARY
CROATIAN THEATRE IN PECS
(Hrvatsko kazaliπte u PeËuhu)
Anna 17, 7621 Pecs, Hungary
Tel/Fax: +36 72 210 197
E-mail: phf@freemail.hu
Web page: http://www.horvatszinhaz.hu
Manager: Antun VidakoviÊ

FESTIVALS
MARUL’S DAYS √ SPLIT
(Festival of Croatian Drama)
(MaruliÊevi dani √ Split: Festival hrvatske drame)
Trg Gaje Bulata 1, 21000 Split, Croatia
Tel: +385 21 344 999
E-mail: marulicevi-dani@hnk-split.hr
Web page: http://www.hnk-split.hr
Manager: Milan ©trljiÊ
Time Held: April

MOST MOST MOST FESTIVAL
(NAJ NAJ NAJ FESTIVAL)
BijeniËka 97, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 2347 228, 2347 227
E-mail: zar-ptica@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.zar-ptica.hr
Artistic Director: Marija Sekelez

SLUK √ OSIJEK: Meeting of Croatian
Puppeteers and Puppet Theatres
(SLUK √ Osijek: Susret lutkara i lutkarskih
kazaliπta Hrvatske)
Trg bana JelaËiÊa 19, 31000 Osijek, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 31 501 485
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E-mail: djecje-kazaliste-osijek@os.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.djecje-kazaliste.hr/sluk.php
Manager: Jasminka MesariÊ
Time Held: biannually / April√May 2007

Web page: http://www.eurokaz.hr
Artistic Director: Gordana Vnuk
Time Held: June 21√30

Matka Laginje 5, 52100 Pula, Croatia
Tel: +385 52 218 890
E-mail: mkfm@ink.hr
Web page: http://www.ink.hr
Manager: Aleksandra Saπa Broz
Time Held: July√August

©IBENIK INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN’S FESTIVAL
INTERNATIONAL SMALL SCENES THEATRE FESTIVAL RIJEKA
(Meunarodni festival malih scena √ Rijeka)
Korzo 16/2, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia
Tel: +385 51 209 540
E-mail: hkd.mfms@ri.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.theatrefestival-rijeka.hr
Producer: Nenad ©egviÊ
Time Held: May 3-10

ACTOR’S FESTIVAL √ VINKOVCI
(Festival glumca √ Vinkovci)
c/o HDDU, Amruπeva 19, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4920 717
E-mail: hddu@hddu.hr
Web page: http://www.hddu.hr
Time Held: May

(Meunarodni djeËji festival ©ibenik)
Kralja Zvonimira 1, 22000 ©ibenik, Croatia
Tel: +385 22 213 123
E-mail: info@mdf-si.org
Web page: http://www.mdf-si.org
Festival Director: Jasenka Ramljak
Time Held: June 18√July 2

DUBROVNIK SUMMER FESTIVAL
(DubrovaËke ljetne igre)
Od Sigurate 1, 20000 Dubrovnik, Croatia
Central Office: Tel: +385 20 326 100
E-mail: info@dubrovnik-festival.hr
Web page: http://www.dubrovnik-festival.hr
Director of Drama Programme: Ivica KunËeviÊ
Manager: Ivica Prlender
Time Held: July 10√August 25

GOLDEN LION INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
CHAMBER THEATRE
(Meunarodni festival komornog teatra Zlatni Lav)
TrgovaËka 6, 52470 Umag, Croatia
Tel: +385 52 743 447
E-mail: zlatni-lav@inet.hr
Web page: http://www.zlatni-lav.hr
Festival Director: Damir Zlatar Frey
Time Held: July 07√17

ZadArsnova ZADAR

FESTIVAL OF DANCE AND NON-VERBAL
THEATRE √ SVETIVIN»ENAT
(Festival plesa i neverbalnog teatra SvetivinËenat)
Hebrangova 36, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4872 553
E-mail: zpa@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.dancefestivalcroatia.com
Artistic Director: Snjeæana AbramoviÊ
Time Held: July 23√27
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PUF INTERNATIONAL THEATRE FESTIVAL √
PULA, PORE»
(PUF √ Pula, PoreË: Meunarodni kazaliπni festival)
Sergijevaca 32, 52100 Pula, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 52 222 881
E-mail: sakud@pu.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazaliste-dr-inat.hr
Artistic Director: Branko Suπac
Time Held: July

SPLIT SUMMER FESTIVAL
(Splitsko ljeto)
HNK, Trg Gaje Bulata 1, 21000 Split, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 21 344 399
Public Relations: Tel/Fax: +385 21 322 344
E-mail: splitsko-ljeto@hnk-split.hr
Web page: http://www.hnk-split.hr
Manager: Milan ©trljiÊ
Time Held: July 14√August 14

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH THEATRE FESTIVAL
(MKFM) √ PULA
(MKFM √ Pula: Meunarodni kazaliπni festival mladih)
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(Festival svjetskog kazaliπta)
DraπkoviÊeva 76, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4923 025
E-mail: zagreb_theatre_festival@net.hr
Web page: http://www.zagrebtheatrefestival.hr
Artistic Directors: Dubravka VrgoË, Ivica Buljan
Time Held: September

(Zadarsko ljeto √ Zadar)
©iroka ulica 8, 23000 Zadar, Croatia
Tel: +385 23 314 586
Producer: Jadranka Svaguπa
E-mail: hkk-zd@zd.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.hkk-zadar.hr
Manager: Renato ©voreniÊ
Time Held: June 26√August 02

EUROKAZ √ ZAGREB (Festival of New Theatre)
(Eurokaz √ Zagreb: Festival novog kazaliπta)
BogoviÊeva 1/IV, KIC √ 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 4847 856
E-mail: eurokaz@zg.t-com.hr

WORLD THEATRE FESTIVAL

ZADAR SUMMER √ ZADAR

DAYS OF SATIRE √ ZAGREB
(Dani satire √ Zagreb)
Ilica 31, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4833 354
E-mail: kerempuh@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: http://www.kazalistekerempuh.hr
Manager: Duπko Ljuπtina
Time Held: June

(PIF √ Zagreb √ Meunarodni festival kazaliπta
lutaka)
B. Magovca 17, 10010 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 6601 626
E-mail: pif@mcuk.hr
Web page: http://public.carnet.hr/pif-festival
Director: Livija Kroflin
Time Held: September 01√08

(Zadar snova)
©iroka ulica 8, 23000 Zadar, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 23 254 177
E-mail: zadar.snova@zadar.net
Web page: http://www.zadarsnova.hr
Artistic Director: Kristijan MiËiÊ
Time Held: August 7√14

CONTEMPORARY DANCE WEEK √ ZAGREB
(Tjedan suvremenog plesa √ Zagreb)
Biankinijeva 5, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 4641 154
E-mail: hipp-tsp@zg.t-com.hr
Web page: www.danceincroatia.com
Web page: www.danceweekfestival.com
Artistic Director: Mirna Æagar
Time Held: June 1√10

INTERNATIONAL PUPPET THEATRE FESTIVAL
(PIF) √ ZAGREB
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